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MUSIC OF LABOR.
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Tho banging of tho hummer,

whirling

Tho

of tho

plane,

Tho cradling of tho busy taw,

creaking

Tho

of the crano,

The ringing of the anvil,
Tho grating of tho drill,
The clattering of tho turning lathe,
Tho whirling of tho mill,
The buzzing of the spindlo,

^
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Tho tinkling of tho scales,
The whistling of the needle,
(When no bright cheek it pales,)
Tho humming of he cooking stove,
The

surging of tho broom,
pattering feet of childhood,
The housewife's busy hum,
Tho touting of the scholars,
Tho teacher’s kindly call
Tho sounds of active Industry,
The

—

lovo them all.

I loro tho plowman’s whistle,
Tho roapers’s cheerful song,
Tho drover’s oft*repeated shout,

along,

The hustle of the market man,
As be hies him to the town;
Tho hull*-a from the treo top
As the ripened fruit comes down;
The

busy

sound of threshers

inejr clean me ripened t ruin;
The busker's joke and catch of glee
'Neath the moonlight on the plain,
as

The kind voice of the drayman,
The Shepherd’s gentle call—
These sounds of

pleasant Industry,
lore—I love them all.

I

Oh, there

A sweeter
A

sleep at night;
hriugeth pleasure,
tho toiling hours;

good

that

Even

to

For duty cheers the spirit,
As dew rev.res the flowers.
Then say not that Jehovah
tiave lah<*r

No !—'tis the richest mercy
From tho cradle to tho tomb.

Then let u* still be doing
What’er wo find to do,
With cheerful, hopeful spirit,
And free hand,

strong and true.

THE TWO ARMIES.
nr oirvKK wksuii.l hoi.mks.

As Life's

unending

column pours,

Two marshalled hosts
Two armies
ihat Ho

tho

Aul bears upon
“Uur glory is

beat's roll,
clari-m's bmy,

Calm

a*

a

crimsou

scroll,

slay.''

to

in silence

moves

W ith

seen,—

the drum

s to

The wide-mouthed

One

arc

tramp!-d shores

th flows black between.

march*

one

on

by

dozen

I had

the stream,

That walks the clouded skies.
sabres

no

shine,

No blood-red pennons wave;
Its banner bears the single line,

duty

“Uur

For those

no

is to save."

lingering shade;
umpet-call,

death-bed's

At II uior's

t.

W ith knitted brow and lifted
In

<>

lory’s

For these

arms

blade,

they fall.

clashing falchions bright,
stirring battle-cry;
bloodless slabber calls by night,—
no

No
The

Each

“Here

au.-wers

am

I !"

The buil-ler's marble
The anthem*

pile*,
pealing o’er the dust

Through lung cathedral
Fur these the
That

the

In

turf

Spring roll* in her sea
flowery-foaming waves.

green furf

Two paths lead upward from below,
And angels wait above,
Who

each

count

Each falling

burning life drop’s

tear

flow.

uf Love.

Though from the Hero's bleeding breast
Her pulse* Freedom drew.
Though tho white lilies in her crest
Sprang from that scarlet dew,—
While Valor’s haughty champions wait
Till all their scars arc shown,
Love walk*

unchallenged through

tho gate,

To sit beside the Throne !

Monthly.

Atluntie

me,

mass

unreeognizahlc
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hts.
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so
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ui iLcii ior uie

ar<l.

(if fini 1 i• i’
mi lu re
II nv (ro y%», Mr. Barthe darkm-sw, utterly stjent, ami presumably
nard ?
down the river?—
goin*
\nyb.»dy
I*-.*- rt'-’l. If I had Mij*jM»s«l that it containSoni- thm' wa nt down, and
somebody along
d tw-> In Ij.l ss wotii'*n I should hardly have
with it, I reckon.
It waked me, I tell ye !
th
-aibliim*
tier
to
remained
study
It must liavt* been a house; it was ten chan*
Thus much 1 juirkly h arm'd of the case
ces agin it; but it must
have struck plump
jf th Barnards, and I endeavored to comin the middle of the 1 »ng arch and went thro’
bat the unaccountable agitation which npas if the rotten old timbers liad been
twine
|M,ired in the \ ..ic *s of tin? strong farmers by string. I do’no how that break’s agoing to
mint ing tie* chain* s of a rescue.
b: fix d; I've hung up those lights three
It's full tl re** mil •> to tie* bridge, and five
tines a’nudy; they blow straight out.’
:<» the rapid*; we must und mbtedly catch
‘Did you hear anyone scream ?’
B -si !cs, tho neigh:h*m ab .v.* the bridge.
But I
‘Yes, sir. It was that woke me.
I
I
hear
wonder
bors will
them;
did]
only
couldn’t sec nothin’ on ’em when I come out.
lot.’
They're t<*n miles off by this time; and
‘’Twos rainin’ and blow in* altogetlier too, there’s the
Rapids too.’
iard,’ said J dm. tho elder of tin* brethren
‘John Barnard

Even

aliiiuuc wniTii

i/i </oiiu

iwrn-

Itorij-Cfllfr.

of the Democratic

that's

j

*st

what’s

‘IIuvo you seen ary house going along
here?’ wad shouted suddenly at tuo through
the darkmss by some one whom I could not
But before I had enough recovered from
dee.
boat drove upon
fhe wot turf ut my feet, and the speaker, the
hojfl, most of two stalwart oarstum, half
turning upon his seat, eqgerly repeated his
to answer,

odd question.

a

A house is not tho most

per-'

ambulating thing iu tho world, yet tho inquiry was both natural and to the point;
and not long before l had seen “ary house”
go past, and in a most undignified and t#*
m iltiuus hurry too.
•I say, mister !

Have you

go past here?’
‘John Barnard, is that

ary house

seen

6, 1858.
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quick as thought seized a
stunning blow on the temple
and turned instantaneously add prostrated
Seth with another—thus freeing Kliphalet,
who had been hard pressed by bis opponent.
‘There !’ said John, grimly, hut like a true
‘Em

are

an

oath.

Then

you hurt?’
but make haste and

‘No, John;

help in »tl»The two strong men easily lifted the
wasted form of the gray and with *r *1 old iuvalied into the boat, where she was laid on
er.’

a

mattress

leaving

and

covered ; and then
i the robbers to their

warmly

the house

an

to

death.

trial you have had the assistance of the most eminent counsel; ail has been done by them iu your
favor, which great learning, unwearied labor aud
the most distinguished ability could do,—but a
jury of your country, after a long and patient
bearing, have found you guilty.
The crime of which you have been convicted, is
the most fearful and shocking that can;be committed by man; that of wilfully and deliberately
taking tho life of one of your fellow men. The
deed, too, was one under circumstances of peculiar aggravation. It was tho murder of one of
your companions on board the ship, an officer
whom you were bound to obey, done with premeditation and cool deliberation. The instruments of
death were carefully provided before hand; they
were conveniently disposed, to be
ready for the
bloody deed; aud iu the darkness of tho jiigkt,
when your victim had retired to rest seeking refreshment from the labors of the day. and sleep
ing unconscious of danger, not suspecting that
be had an enemy in the ship’s company, yuu stole
ou his slumbers and gave the fatal and deadly
blow. Nor, deliberately us the deed was done,
does it appear to have been done to revenge any
supposed wrong, which e:ther of you had received
from your victim. There had been no preceding
qu rrel or even coinplaiut against him.
A murder so deliberate, so unprovoked, and
perpetrated with sucii wanton barbarity, is rarely
beard of iu the anuais oi crime. Hut with all its
atrocities this made but asinallpurtof tho horrors
of that sad and fearful night. Hy your own confession you, in the same manner,wantonly murdered
three others of your ship's company—the master tho
fir?-t officer, and one of your companions and equals
who but a tew hours before bad, in unsuspecting
confidence, taken his supper at the same table
with yourselves.
1 take no pleasure in bringing back before your
eyes these scenes of horror. They are puiniul to
uic to relate, and I am Sensible that they must be
a hundred foul more
distressing to you to remember.
It is not done for the purpose of throwing a
the
few remaining day's of your
over
deeper gloom
lives. 1 do it for a widely diff rent purpose. This
great crime against society, against your fellow
men, you are doomed to expiate by the hut punHut this
ishment that can be iullieted by man.
is also a ci line against nature, a fearful crime aud
sin against liod. For that crime, lor that sin, j’uu
will be arraigned before another tribunal inconceivably more solemn and more awful than any

first

you?’

I

answered,

recognizing

knowing

‘Yes, sir, and Lillet.*
That is, his brother, Kliphalet Barnard.
<1 did see ono,’ I continued’ answering his

me »n

turn.

question.

‘You don’t say

tho old house is

off?*
‘Yes.
ax

For God’s sake

jump in, Mr, Tru*

!*

likely
neigh- j

up-J

...

la

..I'll,..

-....

I.

J

j

1 remembered the rapids and the bridge
far Mow, my knowledge of the river and
boatman's skill and strength, the imminent
risks into which the sturdy but experienced
brethren were about plunging; and stepping

it.—[Bus-!

xl in divers brawls, moreover, and were as canal and the village at Windsor Locks, and
the mouth of the Farmington River; and
little spoken to or dealt with as might bo.
This Hood was such un occasion us was now I could see indistinctly as wc shut along
won’t to be their harvest; und who could quite lrom point to point ot the main stream.
•There ’tis, Boys !*
had been out ever since the
loubt that

they

For at last l saw the old roof wet iuto
voters were up, catching timbers and waifs—
that they bad espied the fugitive dwelling, blackness, and all the upper story of the old
far
explored it, and pocketed the money?— white house, majestically sailing along
Whut their treatment of the women would before us. The brothers turned andgazod
it ; and, with no words, but
the
dc seemed more doubllul; for

house as soon as 1. Besides, wo must
stay
with mother at presont. She's worse, and 1
wouldn't leave her

now lor all the villains
knockoi in the head, or ever
deserved to bo.’
He went into the house. I east off the
boat and pulled down the stream again. 1

that

ever

were

lightly past them to the stern, 1 seated my
self, took a steering oar, and without a further word, we*glided backward, turned
did not, however, get sight of the house until
although
short about, and with powerful, toady pulls,
j eagerly upon
bent once more, unwearied it had safely passed through the lofty railroad
the sharp skiff shot away through darkness
Drutal, dogg -d villainy of the men was ex- with glad faces,
bridge above the city, and nearly reach?*! old
riin, howling wind, and boiling, roaring, ;reme, so that it could hardly bo conceived! to their oars.
the north bedroom Hartford bridge. From long Him
a boat fast to
admired the
•There’s
have
should
of
them
hat
one
tlood-water.
king, probmuddy
j
While we drive dowq the stream, l may lelicute beauty of Kipily Barnard, both hu-1 window,’ I sail; ‘an old blue affair with a ably from some contact with bridge or shore,

thej

object.

keep

my hands off them if I should meet them now,
Sir. Go you. You can come
up with the

be

and

ever looked or

the Democratic party no
longer.
The Convention did no such
ever, but on the homeopathic
tri»i»Illiir

1 liras

iritK lilrn

the election to

<nly,
Bradbury,

who

was

thing, howprinciple of
*___

—

Congress
an

of one Bion

office holder nnder

lien. Pierce, and is a most
thorough-paced
adherent of the Democratic party in all its

phases.
The
was

theory seems to bo, and indeed this
laid down in terms by the Buchanan

State Convention in Maine, that, inasmuch
as all the blows struck and meditated

against

the interests of that State

come

from the

Democratic yarty, the true policy is, to ssod
to Congress who
belong to that party,
and may therefore be
expected to have influence with it.
men

Upon this theory, the Worse a party in
power behaves, and the greater the mischiefs
with which it threatens public interests, the
wiser docs it become to elect its
supporton to
office.
This Is, to bo sure, the
only theory which
will meet the hard necessities of thccase, but
it is open to many and fatal
objections.
Northern Democrats in Congress never
have any influence with their Southern as-

soeiiites,

or rather masters.
Whenever the
Democratic members of Congress meet in
caucus, it is the South which has an over-

whelming majority of the numtmrs, and
everything. The Northern

which controls

Democratic meinliers are, from the necessiof their position, dummies and nobud-

ty

es.

—

us

Connecticut farmer, without
he added,

headlong

general declaration

lumbering interests, shall
sacrificed,"
proceed
YEAR IN ADVANCE- specifically to say, that "Ike they
policy of encouraging and protecting the sea fisheriee is
The Albion Cooper Murder- just and trise," and that “its abandonmsnt would be disastrous to our merchants and
ers.—Williams and Cox.
These murderers on the high seas have been fishermen." And in refinance to thepropoasentenced to receive death bjr bunging on the sd repeal of the navigation laws, they resolve
27th August inst. These men it will be re- ae follows:
“Resolrcd, That this Convention views
incniWed killed the Captain, first aud second
with alarm the recent proposition made in
officers, and one of the crew of the Albion the
Congress of the United States to open
Cooper, August 29, 1857. They confessed American ports to the vessels of the British
tj the commission of the crime in Havana, North American Province, for
the purpose of
which was the evidence upon which they engaging in the coasting trade of tns United
States.
To
udmit
the
were convicted.
On Wednesday Judge Clifcheaply-bniltandcheapvessels of our Provincial neighbors
ford read the opinion of the Court, overuling ly-sailcd
to our
trade, would lie utterly descoasting
the motion for arrest of Judgment, by rea- tructive of two of the
leading interests of
son of the nature of the evidence
upon which this district—navigation and shipbuilding.”
After this studied arraignment of the polthey were convicted. Judge Ware proceeded to pronounce the solemn sentence of the icy ol the Democratic party,of the Reciprocilaw as follows :—
ty Treaty of Gen. Pierce, and of the attacks
‘You aru now placed at the H*r, to receive the II [ion the fishing bounties and
navigation lawa
final and solemn sentence of tho law, and it has
the party of Mr. Buchanan, it
might be
become my unpleasant duty to pronounce that sen- by
tence.
You stand bore convicted of the murder of supposed that the Convention would conclude
Quinton D. Smith, the second officer of the vessel
by udvising the peoplo oi Maine to aupport
of which you made part of the crew.
In your
not

1

the voice.
• Mr. Truax ?* cried he
excitedly,

now

of tks

In no single movement of that
par*
ty, since its basis was revolutionized in
in
season
to
stoer
the
skiff
just
steadily thro’ earuiiy tribunal, mere you will meet lur your 1854, has the slightest attention been
paid
the souls, ttie bleeding images of your
it was too late to avoid the
leap; and the accuser*,
to its
murdered companions und victims.
mercenary auxiliaries from the fires
buoyant little Jjoat, diving into tlie wild,
1 should do you a wrong to encourage you with States.
black gulf, rode safely in the tumultu jus any hope of pardon in this life for this great crime.
How was it when this
IJut in that future and more awful trial to which
riciprocity legisla«*d lying water below.
you arc going, we are taught to believe that the j tion was pushed through the House? Was
The fragments of the destr »y«*d h n;so were door of mercy is not closed against the g.eatest j
nut this sixth district iu Maine then
reprofl »ating quietly along past Hartford wharves, sinner, if it is sought with a truly penitent and J
Contrite heurt, and 1 should omit a part of my ented by a Democrat of groat
ability and
but, ahh nig'i I watched long, no living be- duty on this paiaful occasion if I fiiiled to exhort
experience, Jlon. T. J. D. Fuller? Did not
during the short remaining time you have
ing came up among them; the devouring you,
for this life, to seek that me cy, with the tears and this same Bion Bradbury occupy relations
flood bore the corpses far away—they were prayers of a truly penitent heart and with the an- with the
President, personal and official, of
never found.
I speedily returned to my guish of a deeply sorrowing und contrite spirit.
All the retribution, which human laws can ex- the most confidential character ? What wero
friends, who were all alive, though the ex- act of you is your lives, blood f.-r blood. He that lie and Mr. Fuller about, that
they did not
citement and exposure caused the death of [ sheddeth mail’s blood, by man shall his blood be wrest the
blow then struck at Maine ?
rlicd.
But it is not for man to say what shal. be
Mrs. Barnard, and made Kmily sick. The tiiw nature or duration of that
Tho struggle which is going on in the
punishment which
insurance on the house enabl'd the voung will be visited on loudened and impenitent criiui
is Imtween two parties, and the
country
nals, who die in their sins. Clouds and darkness
mon to build another; hut this time
they set rest on this awful futurity, which human eyes can- question fur Maine it, into the scale of
it where it had no chance to run off.
not penetrate.
Hut wo are permitted to hope which
party her weight shall bo thrown. It
that great as those unseen terrors may be, they
may be mitigated und softened by a true uwd is not a question of men. but of parties and
Honest but Mistaken’ Democrat. A cor- heartfelt repentance. Let me then exhort
you of principles.
Maine leads off in tho fall
lasts, while there is still room for
respondent, for whose kind intentions we are whiletoyour day
She occupies, in
and before the door of mercy is final- elections in tho free States.
you
hope,
mu< h
obliged, takes pains to write us as fol- ly and forever closed upon you, to throw your the battle, the position ol the head of the
selves at the foot of the cross of that Redeemer, I
lows :
If gho wavers, and if
whose blood was shed for the redemption of sin- Republican column.
To the Editor of The Boston Journal:
ners, and there, with tears and sighs, with the j her Republican delegation is broken
up, the
As you appear to be at a loss to know what sorrows of a contrite spirit and the anguish of a
broken heart, to supplicate and pray to the com-1 tendency and probable effect will be, to give
popular sovereignty is in relation to slavery, inun Fathc of all, tlmt you may have a share in j Mr. Buchanan n majority in tho next House;
I should say it is this : If the majority of the that redeeming mercy. It is the only remaining 1 a result full of curtain disasters to
her interhope I can otfer you.
1
ests.
gal vot< rs in a State or Territory decide in
to those interests
And now all that remains for mo to
is to
tho

as

side of the room,
chair,dealt him a

groaned.

movement

In the next place,after a

we made for the shore.
‘The Barnard’s house is gone, Mr. Hall; fate,
‘Here, Jfhn,’ said Emily, ‘you'd better
I don’t like somr
;u !m* tie* wust on’t.
and old Mrs. Barnard and Km. in it. We’re
take this.’ And she handed him a Urge, old>ors.'
afraid those Cases arc after it; and we just
fahioned wallet.
broke two oars in the bridge. Can you lend
•What do you mean, John ?’ I
‘I declare,’ said he, ‘I had quite forgot the
?’
us a
the
evident
unable
to
couple
comprehend
piite
money ?’
he
under
which
!»rchension
The old man would have stopped to wonspoke.
The two Women had fallen asleep, fatigued
‘Them Cases live hall a mile below us,’ der and question; hut we very
quickly got with illness and
have the sarchin o' that the oars, and
watching, and had not dis10 said; ‘they’ll
off
dashed
to
unceremoniously
covered their danger until they aw »ke to find
as sunrise.
There’s three our boat
louse as sun;
again, sprang in, put off, and once j
diousand dollars in my desk, but I don’t rare more were speeding down the wild roaring] themselves fairly afloat, and swinging and
the flood. Emily had
I do’no as tlio man
lotliin* ubout that.
do,
proriver, faster and faster; for here the channel ] surging along upon
noui ee the last words of the law; tnat you be taa legal manner to have
would «lo anv thing
slavery, they have it. ken
wrong; but I tell ye. narrows, converging t > wards the contracted tried, by showing lights and screaming, to
°
back
to
the
from
Whence
and
cauie.
you
|
place
summon assistance; but the river,
iu the If no slavery, then slaves are excluded.
It there remain in close
confinement, until the tw«uNpiir-. I do hat-* to have him any when.*! passage called Enfield Rapids.
is
miles
und
and
miles
of
on
that
across at such a
works both ways, leaving the institution op n ty-seventh day
meadows,
August next,
day,
I wouldn’t *a mentioned it; (
lear our Km.
As we approached the head of the shoot
bcetwen the hours of eleven o’clock in the fore
flood, and in the wild, tempestuous night to the choice of the people interested in that uoou
and one o'clock in the afternoon, you be tayou don’t know thatS th Case used to be' the dim roar of the
came
flood
struggling
few indeed were abroad ; and of those who
ken thence to the place of execution, and that
pound after her afore she went off. He com
Q.
question, and to them only.
each of you bo hanged by the neck u.itil you are
threateningly hack to us against the shriek- were, perhaps the very worst were, the
only
j
Our
friend
describes
what
vgin onlv t’oth< r day, and l told him he
dead.
And iuay God have mercy on your souls.
“Q” honestly
ing of the wind; I thought of the railroad ones who had discovered them. The two
might us well hunt after the moon. He bridge bcl »w; the chances were undoubtedly i
popul »r sovereignty was promised to !>• when 1 During the reading of the sentence Wil!
in
their
or
Cases,
delayed,
perhaps,
pursuit,
went oil*dretful mad.’
first invented, but not at all what it has been liams appeared unmoved but Cox manifested
ten to one that wo should get by; but wo
possibly only discovering the lost house some declared to be by the best Democratic author- nouie emotion. After the sentence had been
It was only my knowledge of John BumWe swept into the foaming;
not.
might
distance down the strea m, had cut red, as it ]
mi's strong, steady good .•'••use that gave
ity. lie is behind the times, ami does not ! pronounced, Williams Ha id, he wished to
waves of the western or main chanucl, for
appeared, only a few minutes before our own seem to know that that part of bis definition speak. lie then
mv weight even to an emotion so unafT-cted
here
an
island.
is
the river
requestsd the Court to take
split by
arrival ; and being much astonished at find- I which relates to a
md powerful as that under which ho spoke;
territory— the really irn- notice that these things come from cruelty to
‘Sit steady, boys; and g t ready to drown, iug the two worn .mi, had
pr>niis ; l to
tut 1 could not help a considerable additionpjrtantpart—has already bee inn obsolete. sailors, hunting them with slung bln its and
if nec tary. The house may not have shot1 cue them ; bat Ii 11 first
expl tr 1 all the up- : Tosh jvv him, an 1 other Democrats who need tying them up and Hogging them. This, he
life*'ling «*f fear, which iner- used as 1 contie* railroad bridge; hut we may swamp on
per rooms—the lower If mg fall of wat *r f ir the in ormation, how this has boon arc miid- r**d the cliaraet r of tli«*sj C i***h.
him to his
said, was what
Take the oars in when I tell you.’
a pi' r.
j tilings worth stealing, aod h id th *n returned i plished. we quota from President Buchan m’s condition. Cox broughtconfesses his present
were thriltl ss, half outlaw. -l wntehThey
freely
guilt and
an
hour
we
went
mile*
At thirty
1
swapp- and demanded the money, of win we existence,
:m, nucIi us haunt many country towns in
Lecompton message of last vvint *r,us foil jvvs: details how the murders were committed.—
d *wn t!.> slant, and almost before I had 1 is t
ing
had
somehow
*d,
tliey
appear
become; “It has been solemnly adjudged by hi/lrst it is
Abiinecticut—rustic ‘sliort 1h»\V—living h\
many years since a hanging occurred in
1 me tq aking the lolly bridge ro&e before aware.
Emily, who had wisely concealed judicial tribunal [not by ‘the majority of
d this State.
muting, fishing, and mis *cllancous t hett* us.
leg
it upon her pers m, did not equivocate
voters,’ as ‘Q.’ thinks might be done] that
,y land and river. Seth, tie* younger and
•In oars !’ and safe, thank Hod, we float*
A Thrifty and Sensible Girl.—
very well, and not being quite ready at lyrcmemV*rcd well as a*
exists in Kansas by virtw of the Conuore dangerous, I
slavery
.• 1
past it.
ing, had aroused their suspicious. They stitution of the United Slafis. Kansas is, Not long ago a young lady, in entering a
iind of ogre of my bjyhood—a ragged, dir-,
railroad car, had the misfortune to tear
•Now then, boys, pull. We must catch were
proce‘ding to search her: and, as l therefore, at this moment as much a slave
V, villanous youth, always tormenting us, j
her dress.
The rent presented a strong
them above Hartford. We have i»o business
from
John
what
Barnard
used
said,
truangathered
State as <<V irgia or South Carolina.”
lis cleaner fellows, and notorious for
contrast to the general neatness of her
to expect that the house will escape two such
and
action
as
indie
ited
oven
language
J That tells the whole
lie had grown!
du* **.
•y and boyish wick'
story. Q. will see that, apparal. She composedly took a seat,
there, even if it has come through further villainly in pursuance of the grati- 1
a long, bridges
under his authoritative interpretati ,n, the in- and diving her pretty hand into the
ip into an evil and dangerous man;
this.’
at once of sudden passions and of set
fiction
with
a
auk, shambling, ruw-boued fellow,
habitants of a territory, while remaining depths of a tiny pocket, brought out a
I would have exchanged places with one revenge, when the brethren sprang up >n them 1
iiuall head,harsh Icatires, deep-set dull eyes,
let them vote as they please, have not a needle and u bit of thread, alter uuiling
such,
as
Emily's feminine strength was fast
which with most dexterous manipulation,
weather-beaten face, curse, str light hair, of the brothers; but they refused, saying just
of power to exclude slaves. They she
particle
and must steer; failing her.
sot to repair the damages, and
round shoulders, and a down look. Clad in that I knew' the river best,
very
must admit them, if only one man wants
soon spread out the folds of hor robe as
and for some time the long steady oar stroke
As soon as possible the two females were
he
and
his
garments,
ill-fitting
gray
and must protect him in holding them
liugy,
them,
in silence and dark*
brother prowled and prowled, seemingly all drove us swiftly on
carefully bestowed within the nearest house, as property, because the Supreme Court have complete as if nothing bad oceurou.—
There is a good wife for sumebedy.
ness.
and placed in circumstances us comfortable as
declared that the Constitution so wills. Our
lay and all night, in wood, or mountain,
or stream,
jr iu hidden mead >w, on pond
Now, a dim and hardly perceptible lifting the ease would permit. It was then that I correspondent, therefore, will see that his
Common Sense vs. Science—A few
!u sun or storm. They were always prowl- of the close black curtains of the stormy suggested t ) John Barnard that perhaps it
“popular saver ignty” has gone overhjard, days since an ol l toner died rather sudbe
the
the
would
of
a
man
of
to
the
look
after
indicated
even
>
found
have
coming
morning;
part
any- night
and he will consider whether it is his duty to I denly.
ing, yet never seeming t
The coroner, in consequence,'
such scoundrels as tlioso whom he lmd left
follow
held an inquest, listened to the testimony !
thing, and it was, perhaps, instinct more slowly, slowly, the sphere of vision grew
than proof, or the lack of other explanations w ider around us through gray, cold mists helpless iu tin.* floating house, lest he should quickly and sham
of a physician, and \v*»s about giving
li>sly discarded
that charged upon them every theft and steaming thinly upon the surface of the have blood on his hands.
virdict—‘Water on the brain,’ when Mr.
tjn Journal.
end
of
the
He hesitated—‘I dont know as I c mi l
Slocum ‘riz’ to
nameless mischief. They had been ooneern- flood. We had passed the lower
inor«\

Administration of Gen.

darling

a

that “/A# people of Maine have the right la
demand that her agricuUurdt, eommereial,

1

surprise

on

In the first place, they denounce the k’cdiprocity Treaty with Great Britain, the work

res-j

A STim il01>K.

qty

fer Congress, emlogio not laid down in any
that euhjoct with which wean ae-

ship-building,

Tl.r. all.

1 looked, with one treincndious
effort he threw the elder Case headlong to one

in

inquired,!

lonely graves,

Wheu

the house—a dim. indefinite

And, what’s

aisle*.

blueeoui-sprinkled

seen

—glidebwiftly j»ast

sai, yet watchful eyes,
the patient planet's gleam

Along it* front

hooks

Bradbury

method of

! quainted.

Breatljs.”

••

doom,

a.* a

AUGUST

not

e

6 a

labor but

wo

ME.. FRIDAY.

®l)ougl)ts,

1

yood in labor,
aright.
That gives vigor to the daytime,
If

28._ELLSWORTH

in

Dears;

not

briefly explain the emergency. The Connec- wan nature ami that Very admiration justi- yellow streak, It's Seth Case's
boat, Tor a or for other reasons, the old frame scorned to
ticut river, on which we were afloat, was | tied tlio trust that the
I
be loosened, and, to iny surprise, had gradinvoluntary travelers thousand!’
swelled by a flood—terrific, sudden, and ex- would
escape ill usage and be rescued.
Wo
‘And at mother’s window !’ added John in ually settled in the water until it was subtensive beyond any recorded in
memory or Imd been half an hour afloat, driven head- n troubled voice.
merged nearly to the eaves. The maimed
history. The house in which the Barnards long southward through impenetrable darkThe darkness, or some other impediment, vagabonds within, then, must havo
drowned,
lived Imd stood in the level meadow which ness and a
roaring northeast storm of rain must have delayed them more than it had unless they eould havo reached the shore by
reached back a little way from the Great and wind.
My thorough knowledge of tho ourselves, or they would have departed before swimming.
Kiverns the neighbors cull it, upon the banks river had been
usolcss; nftd it was only fortu- that. What the precise delay was, however,
No; for as I looked, the scuttle on the
jf a small brook entering the river in the nate
guessing that kept us in tho current, we never knew ; it was the second link in the roof opened, and oneof them—which, I eould
town ofSuffield, Hartford
and
near
under
the
County,
double impetus of tho boiling flood fatal chain which had begun with our acci- not sis; at
my distance—crept outon the roof,
the Massachusetts line.
Their father was and ol the four
strong arms of tho breth- dent and stoppage at Enlijld Bridge; and draggod a helpless figure after him, looked
lead; and they, together with their sister— ren.
it was none too long.
about, saw me, and shouted for help.
who, however, had only recently returned
•We ought to see a light on Enfield
Bridge’
For, as we rapidly neared the floating house,
Although it was now daylight, no in in
from some years' absence os pupil or teacher I said.
a wild scream
rang from within. John Bar- was to be seen except we three, bearing swiftit various schools—were managing the farm
‘Heavensand earth !’ groaned Eliphalet; nard’s
grave features grew white, and gath- ly down upon the bridge in the insist of the
md caring for their old bedridden mother. ‘the house could never shoot the
bridge with ered and set a fearful expression of vindictive j vast, silent stream, and some few carlv
Indeed the In id ily and mental infirmities of the water
1
up here!’
anger, and, biting his lips until the hi »od idlers upon the draw at the west end, gazing
old Mrs. Barnard might well be counted as,
I was looking straight south, with strainwith no sound except a sort of at the flood. I bent
sprang,
yet
stoutly to my oars for
the cause of our night expedition; for, os the
ing eyes. Before I could answer, a vast deep growl, he so lifted at the stout oars that some minutes, and
supfioscd
men
myself close upsoon
informed
she
had
obsiroung
me,
black mass seemed to spring
up within the I could almost swear that the two tremen- on tiie house, when
frightened cries made me
tinately refused to leave the house in which abyss of the darkness before us. It was the dous strokes which drove our bow hard look round.
die had Ik*, n horn, and where all her life had
Bridge.
against the clahoards lifted the skiff fairly
The wretch—it was Seth Case—who had
tiecn passed.
It was to please her that they
‘Heads down !’ I shouted; and, as our
from the water.
been sitting by the
lad foregone their pur p wo of removing her
body of Ins brother, was
good fortune would have it we shot through
As the last stroke was given John Barnard vehinently calling to me to hasten, and in a
die previous day. Anticipating some ihnssi- like
lightning, just touching a pier as we
dropped the oars, turned, and saying to me, wild agony of fear, Ids distorted face all red
>lo danger—though not the frightful peril
I
swept past. That touch, however, risked
what was, doubtless, a wis3 direction,‘Stay with his own blood, from the blow that John
ictuully now ujioti their mother and sister— our lives, and caused the loss of two or more
Barnard hail given him, he streched out Ills
day ha I loaded the lower floor of their old- by crippling our chase. It snapped the two in the boat, Mr. Trtiax, and be ready for us,
he cried out. Come on, Lillet! and springing thievish hands alternately to mo and io the
ashion**d farm-house with stone, and as the starboard
oars, which the rustic oarsmen
past his brother to the bow,' lie caught the horrified spectators upon the bridge; for the
water had surrounded them in the
night,! had not unshipped, cut off at the row-locks, side
I
of the win low as the boat's stern struck doomed house was drawing near to the great
ind lit off all am ss except by boats, they and careened the crank skiff so that she
sliip- the
house, with one wrench snapped the vortex that sucked roaring through between
Kid again endeavored to remove the old lady,
|*:d water on the other side. But a little double
liut she would not hear of it, saying that more and our
cross-piece of the two shattered win- the two piers next to the draw. No human
race
would
have
dangerous
to which the other boat was tied, power could havo brought me near enough
dow
sashes,
ter death was at hand, and that she could
cm led under the black beams of the old tolland leaped within followed by his brother.— to roach him, even if it had been safe to risk
tot die except there.
Nor would Miss Barbridge.
I remained as I was hid ; fur in the little my own life in the roaring water-gulf beneath
nard, li» r youngest and dearest child, leave
W
wliirh-d In lph-.vdy through, and surgroom, I should have added only to the con- tiie bridge, so near the great mass of the
!e*r mother. and the stout farmers were fain 'd for a
moui'uit into the eddy behind the
fusion, and the brethren needed not my house, or if the fearful sight lud not for the
As the only remaining preeauti it,
!•> yield.
pi r.
moment paralyzed me.
Nearer, nearer ; and
[hey had depart.tl in their boat to obtain, •John, sit still. Hand your oar to Eli- strength.
now the old
bouse,
from
a neighbor wherewith to anchor 1
There
was
just
a
confused
catching upon the
sound
of
blows
and
rop's
phalet. I-if, pull ashore; we must see the
upper corner of the pier, half swung and tiithe old building to the strong maples near,
curses from the inside and shrieks of women
;
and
some
oars.’
get
bridge keeper,
ted
over as it
its doors: and being detained much beyond
but the room was so dimly lit that I
plunged headlong at
‘Sure enough,’ said John; and,
only the sideways
obeying saw
insuflicient passage, and struck with a
their expectation*, they had returned to find
forms
and
the
boat
struggling
swung
my re.idi- r commands, we succeeded with
deliberate, shattering blow full upon the
the house absolutely g me, and the flood still considerable
to one side and hid the
fight, Seth Case's
difficulty in reaching tho shore away
enormous oaken beams of the old
roadway,
rising with fearful sp«-d. Coasting along' and making fast at one end of the high em- skiff, loosed from its attachment, floated off
llio hither slope of the roof,
the cove uliove the p.int upm which 1 was banked road.
pushed upward
iand passed down the stream. With such
against the outside planks of the covered
standing, in hopes that the house might be
As we stepped into the carriage-way, the strength as only mortal fear could give, Fulrose for an instant, an 1 instantaneous•mhayd in it, they had found lie*. I had old bridg keeper came from his door with ly Barnard, all disarrayed and pale, brought ; bridge
ly shot down into 4ho black water. As it
been there some time, for the teiupwt and several lanterns.
her crippled mother to the window and
gras^
ruse, the body of one of the wretched men—
the flood together were too sublime a seem*
‘Hood morning, Mr. Hall,’I said. ‘Ho p :d the bo it's gunwale.
hwethcr dead or alive 1 know not—slid unret !>e ! -t. and even in the cold and utter
‘II
>ld
fast
for
a
Miss
Barnard!’
moment,
y »n know of anybody \s going down the rivinto the abyss. S th, screaming,
sistingly
lirkmss of tin- stormy March morning—for t in the
from
the stern, I hasAnd, swiftly coming
night ?’
it was three o’clock—I was watching and
relic of the sprang frantically straight upward ag .fist
The old man looked at me in surprise, all tily tied the boat to tli
the smooth exterior of the perpendicular
•njoying; and, Iswides, I think 1 expri>ue»d haggard and worn, his hard features strange- wind »w fastening. As I cast my eye within,
I
struck face and limbs against it,
Isoiiio
that
would
I
saw
the
Barnards
iu
a
iny hdji
presentiment
desperate contest planking,
ly lit up in the flick ring unsteady gleam of
It was while up m tin’s watch that his half
ie.-d. d.
with the robbers. But felon hardihood was as if flung out of a giant's hand, and tell alli

clicking of the magic type,
Tho earnest talk of meu,
Tho toiling of the giant press,
The scratching of tho pen,
The tapping of the yard-stick,

his st»»ck

a

South.

“ll1c £ioc iu Elects,

The

spurring

nominated Bion

ploy

Pioree, and

The rattling of the loom,
The puffing of the engino,
Tho fan’s continual boom,
The dipping of tho tailor’s dicars,
Tho driving of the awl—
There sounds of Inmost industry,
I love—I love them all.

1 love—I

c\mmrau:

Reasoning.

The resolution* of the Democratic i!onvolition in the sixth district in Maine, which

‘When

stranger treats me with want
of respect,’ said a philosopher, ‘I comfort myself with the reflection, that it is
not myself that he slights, but
my old
and shabby coat and
shabby hat, which
to say the truth, have no
particular claim
to adoruation.
So, then, if my old hat
an l coat choose to fret about
it, let them,
but it is nothing to me.*

Looking
alone,
advantage of electing Democrats to Congress
is illusory, while tho
disadvantage is both
real and palpable.
We know the people of Maine too well, to
believe, for one singlo moment, that this experiment will succeed, of intimidating them
into the supp rt of an Administration. They
will not lick the dust from tho feet of men
who crack the whip over them. They will
not vote for Democrats, upon
compulsion, to

fishiug bounties. And tbs
just pride ure, in tiiis matter, as in all others, in harmony with the
teachings of good sense. The way to prevent mischief lacing done by the Southern
Cabal, is to put it down politically, and the
save a

thousand

promptings

of

a

way to do that is to vote down its adherents
in the froo States, if they will only use it.—
It is not necessary to send
litres
here to whine and cringe and
sets the gissl example of
true men,

Represents
beg. If Maine

sc^Hng bold

tho

example

and

followed, and
principles, will

will lie

tier interests, as well as her
be safe.
Rut 11 she yields to this miserable
poltroonery of succumbing to tho Administration, she will lind thut she will not eKupe
the lash by cowering under it. Her defection from her
vain

hope

of

Republican associates, In the
securing peculiar interests,

throw into the House from other
majority of Democrats, from
which alone she has anything to fear. The
would

States, that

enemy is to bo beaten facing him, not by
from him.— IVuj/iinpton Hc~
running

nublic.

nwaj

Salem.

Lest week

vessel arrived at Salem with

eight large

Snake Excitement
boa constrictors.

in

They

were

taken Grom the

bold of the vowel and

receptacle

in

a

kept in a tempnery
gentleman's yard, and soon

‘Mr. Coroner, t have known the de- two were missed. Great consternation was
ceased for ten mortal years, and 1 know the result
uuiong the ladies, a very tew of
he had never seed a sober moment all
whom dared to go into a lawn 'or neighborthat time.
To say that such a man can hood ol
shrubbery, leering there might be a
die ‘with water oil the brain’ is therefore
make in I he grass and even whilo prumenblamed uons^nse. It can't be did!—
cling the public streets the “witches" would
‘Cause why—he never lock
any into bis
their crinoline u toss to assure theiusystem. The true verdict, Mr. Coroner, ;ive
should be, ‘Gin. rum, or brandy on the J j ioIvcs that no snake had taken refuge beneath,
brain;’ but as i can not got such a ver-1 fhv Boston Herald hopes the snakes awy be
diet, I am willing to split tl e difference bund aud the flutter of erinoline be put to
i
1
—compromise—and bring in a virdict : est. It insinuates a suspicion that the
The man who was “m«tved to tears” com- as
follows—‘Died from the effects of 1 makes were stolen by Touruiairc & Whitby's
plains of the dampness, and wishes to he hrandy-and water on the brain.”* The < in-us company by whom an offer hud been
*
moved back again.
virdict ww so rendered.
nude for tne uiusing snakes aud refhsed.
a

bing and murdering inoffensive men, of de- The Machias Union “Affirms.”
The Union brags of the negative virtues of
stroying ballot boxes, of instigating bad men
to overrun and control it, from a neighboring its party.
When pinned to the wall, and
N. K. SAWYER,.EDITOR
could ever make him falter for an in- there is no escape except by admitting what if
*Stute,
ELLSWORTH.
He was a charged upon it, via; That its party is aiming
stant in his devotion to the party.
FRIDAY MORNING, AUGUST 8, 1858
Now, to repeal the fishing bounties, it commences to
this
in
all
believer
deviltry.
willing
forsooth, when his party tried its best to tell over some wrong*rr h\s not mad timk to
Republican Nomination.
force on the people of Kansas a constitution, consummate. It ••affirm** that the Demorun GOVERNOR,
that they never made, and voted down ten to cratic party in the last House, did notrcpeal
the fishing bounty. Who said it did :**
one, he is satisfied to keep them out of the
the House of RepresenIi “affirms" that
Union, unless they accept it. And hereafter
tatives of the United States is a Democratic
he will oppose her coming into the Union,
OF AUGUSTA.
unless she has double the number of inhabi- body.’*
t

(fllsfeort^ Jmtrican,

1

••

LOT M. MORRILL.

••

THI3TOS

Atlantic

TO

BE

REMEM BERED!!

Cable Laid!!

Remember that ilon.

and the Electricians

C. Foster

pronounce the communication perfect

was

the

only

Stephen
man

in

Representatives,
speech against the
repeal of the fishing bounty law.
America Remember that tho bogus Debetween
mocracy ask the people of the
and
Europe, Laid Sixth District to humbly beg for
tho House
that made

of

a

The American affirms, and history bears
the assertion, that it was sot a Buchantheir
instead of demandWe can safely tell the voters of this district
It was shaky on %’l
an Democratic body.
that this letter is intended merely to oatch
them.
of
Administration
C.
The
AdFOSTER.
STEPHEN
questions
policy.
That Mr. Bradbury is a Buchanan
votes.
ministration was defeated on its Kansas poliRemember that this
Democrat, that he is an intense party man—
CAMPAIGN AMERICAN. that all he has ever done to entitle him to a cy. It was defeated on its “Five Regiment
down on
of the
Bill,” anil about all of its darling scheme*.—
Wo will send the American fnan and afte seat in
Congress is to hold the Eastport c >1- W hen that body met, there was a large matheir knees to tho ruling powers
this time, until the September election, f' Iectorship untH he has received about £40.(XH.J
arjority elected as friends of the Administration !
inand
for their
of
but when ii adjourned it had not a reliable
government money,
25 cent* per copy, payable in advance.
stead
of
was
on any m 'asure, so unpopular had
ii
and
send
them,
notice
majority
take
Will our Amenta
the President’s Democratic party become.
Bradbury’s Gull Detector.
our
forefathers and
settled
the names? No time should be lost.
same
We give fair notice to our jmtrons that This is the reason, probably, why the bill
not
be
will
revived
this article is found in the reading from the Senate repealing the fishing bounty,
Hancock County Convention though
cans.
columns of the American, it is in the nature was not taken* cp. Its party had been beatnr.- rc
Hancock
of
County
The American Republicans
en in about all of its party measures, and it
Court H*use i: 1 of
qiKMcdlumret by their dfci*,gat*avai the
simple advertisement, for which we are dare not take this
Remember that the
hllsworth, on W.<i:sesday. the lriih day ><l August tn-xt
fear
of
Dofor
question up
1 proj>aid so much per line; and on the avails
at 9 o’clock, A >1.. for the purpose «»f select ire candidate
»h riff,' -u:
beaten on this* Or else it concluded it
ing
k»r Couuty Treasurer,County fonunisMofter,
of
our opponents
is, that wc
of which, the editor and family exp.*ct to
ensuin
AtU>Me\ and two rVrualors to b>r*u|»|».rtod at the
would not be safe to meddle with it in the
State election. Each town and p’anuti »n will Ik.* entitle.)
when
That
aMt.
Desert
luxuratein
Mr.
FOSTER
did
not
delivpleasure
trip,
to
who
must
send
men
500 m
one delegate; having 200 inhabitairti., twodelegate*;
House, until Mu- Bradbury had secured his
the weather has moderated, and from where
habitants, three delegate*; 1000inhabitants.f< ur delegatus
er
his
in
on
the
Fisheries
ti.
election.
aditiotial
legal
and
an
will
that Maine
1 [>00 in habitants, five delegates.
to lb
the oldest “child of his parient” has the
fc.r « very additional th ousa.id inhabitants, according
The Union further “affirms” that “Mr. the House of
1
«euMM of 1850, being the basis >( last gear’s Convention.
be
instead
of sundry sixj»ences to be expended
interests
promise
may
S. K. 8A>& Yl’R, >
Foster did not deliver ihe Speech against the
Wat lloPKINt*. )
County
in tin trum|*ots and fire crackers, for the gloThe Machias Union and the vo- of
that it
JOHN lilt IDOLS, 1
repeal of the fishing bounty la v, which has
rification of Republican victories in the com- been circulated as his.”
N. tv A I.KKK,
| Committee.
racious
are indus- not
and
V. L. 111LL,
J
The Union may as well ••affirm" that he
ing elections.
ERbworth, July 28th. 185'
this mean lie.1 to
that
is
We announce a matter interesting to the was not in
Washington, and did n«*t take hi?
j
public, like this, as wc insert advertisements seat in Congress at all. We say Mr. Foster Mr. Foster did deliver the
Republican Caucus.
Remember that the so called
c
c
ii .n__
:_1
did make the speech. We saw it published in
re
TV Republicans ..f the town of Eden are hereby
Hall, on ?atur
tv./.
..e
democratic
its Senn.H «i'il t'1 meet in Caucus, at Salisbury’*
trade
bulto
Mrs.
Websterio
the
Greely’s
place
tants

For Representative to Cojgrest.
Sixth District,

she has

now.

in six

out

days

tinffe of

from the

rights,

ing

departure

question,

from Mid-Ocean.
Both vessels
rived at the

|

people getting

begging
demanding

points

rights,

by

of destination

by Republi-

day.

Prohibition In tinn Pub
looking over some of the old Washingtonian Journal*, a mo»t excellent teinperanco
paper formerly published by A. Shirloy A
Son, I found in one, dated Fob. 11th, 1846,
an account of a meeting of the Washington
county Temperance Society, held in Pembroke, on the 15th of January precedin'.—
I was struck and pleased with the resolutions
reported by Aaron W. Ilaydon Esq. of Eastport, chairman of tho Committee on this
occasion. I copy the 4th and 5th, not only
to show the opinion of this gentleman, which
does him much credit, but of the friends ot
temperance generally on the sub cct of a
Prohibitory law.
4th. Resolved, That wo are opposed to any
law regulating the sale ot intoxicating liq-

j

Iiie!

Stop that

Congress
cringingly beg
spared^
“demanding nothing
clearly right,
submitting
nothing
wrong.”

Speech

Representatives.—

Deputy here,
triously circulating

Speech.

...

___

for the purpose,
l1.lv, the 7th in**., at ft ..'clock V M.,
t.. I»e Id b
eh.wising delegates t.. the/' hwituy Convention,
iir-KII*worth the 18th in*t. Also to transact other bu*iues
is
de*ire*bk*.
attendance
full
A
«.f Importance.

Eden, Au*

W.Wt.

=*-’»

sr.y that President Buchanan’s Message was
not delivered, or that any other speech wa>
Class Convention.
not made.
Marin
Trent™,
of
towns
Hassock,
classed
The
an.
What we affirm is, that the Bill repealing
Tilts, Waltham, ftreenSeld, Amherst, Otis,
ted
to'mcu
arc
3.1
and
reque
Plantations >n. 1, 2.
the bounty passed the Senate by n almost
in Mariaeiilc
Who
else
human
or
of
discoverer.
at
the
inventor,
.Meetinghouse,
ijy delegates
party vote,4the Republicans voting against it.
„t, 17th of August next, at one o’clock P. M. |
benefactors, from Tubal Cain to Robert Steph- an d the Democrats for it. Deny it Mr. Union
th
to select a candidate for Representative to
Oroek.
enson would have thought of disguising the if
Legislature.
you dare.
exhibition of his inventive genius under the

point of absolute perfection hitherto
decu.ed impassible in human achievement;—
and the m rit «>f the thing is only equaled by
the peculiar m nlcsty of the great author,
that

Among

._

litin, “she still lives,” “BRADBl RY’S ceeding* of ihellouse. We heard a member
GULL DETECTOR” has brought the boau- of Congress—other than Mr. Foster, say that
It may just as well
ties ami resources of the detective system to Mr. Foster delivered it.

1

Types.

We presume that every person who has
ever written for the
press, has been at times

mortified, as often, perhaps, been made to
smile, at the sad work made with his manuHeritit hv

little bits of

wronm

wwiiti.tn of thodo

metal,
manuscript, as well

called

type.

;

The

plain- member of that
most illegible, I
or
for often the Senate

a

solitary

ing double, that he

to

any

came

on

from Washington

‘•By-ends’’ himself a few private
lessons; and Mr, "Anything” Barns, who is
to
be on good terms with
willing
political
Jew and
give

(ientile so long as be
may be permitted to set et the "receipt of customs"
and otherwise indulge himself in “ardent
and aromatic” speculations. With all these
adjuncts, and with the rich resources in

himself, “By-ends,” naturally expects that
his art as a “Waterman” wifi enable him to
stem the tide that would
prove too strong for
otbor

which shall grant license te sell suen
liquors as a drink.

Democratic oarsmen, and that while
5th. Resolved, That the present license looking
steadily towards Washington with
law, until repealed, ought to bo rigidly en- tho eye of political faith,he may row successforced, but we believe that the present statu fully in the irppovile direction. It may seem
of public sentiment, and the moral and phy- cruel to break in
upon and blight these hopesical safety of the community, demand and ful anticipations, hut vre cannot resist
the
would justify a Prohibitory law.”
impulse to warn him of tho fate of his proIt is well to look tiaek and consider the genitor. That illustrious individual enjoy
d prosperity and pleasant
prospects, until
opinions of prominent individuals on great,

his real chumrter was suljectod to a trial irr
the crucible of truth, and then he was
pronounced with one accord to be the "veriest
knave that dwelt in all these parts.
Tho
parallel we feel assured will Is; made complete, and when “By-ends” of ths Sixth
District twins to be properly
appreciated
hv those whom he would “co*en” of their
votes, the popular verdict on his political
character will not be more
flattering or more
creditable, than that pronounced by compunons and
cotemporurioe U[»m the moral
attributes of the common ancestor to tho
whole “By-ends" fraternity.

mural and

puhlic questions.
July 23, 1850.
The above is from

Imjcirer.

valued friend, and
long ono of the most consistent and devoted
friends ol the cause. This friend asks ns in
a

private note
remarks.

some

to

a

append

to these resolutions

We think

to

they

story; and it is refreshing
the time when men looked

own

moral

question

in the

tell their

back
this great
of duty, and
to turn

at

light
philanthropist*.

with the disinterestedness of
There is
state

Our

Hrlutiwna

with the Indlaa
Tribes.
The Washington Union of the 28th contains a remarkable article
up in the relations
,.f our government towards the remnant of

of

tho powerful Indian tribes which once reamed in indisputod
supremacy over this continent.
It is not to he presumed that a question Of so much
importance in its bearings
upon the domestic policy of the government,

that will continue after the pressure is with-

Wntllil tu> ilih*na<i«i

drawn.

■*>

•Iasi

ffni.M.

C__

tlie views of the administration.
Hence it is proper to infer that the article in
the Union reflects tho sentiments of the administration, and foreshadows a change of
our Indian
policy
Ix?t us see what tho new
policy is which it
is proposed to substitute for the
present “fatal Indian policy” as it is termed. Tho
Union assumes that our relations with the Indians have been hosed on the false idea that
they are the co-equal inhabitants of the same
country with us, and asa>rts that “the Indian
tribes never won* entitles! to the consideration
which has been Uxtowcd
upon them.
They
never had
any right to ocrupy a country which
they could not suhdue and bring into Jields of
production." This is truly a bold questioning of the wisdom and works of the Almighty ! The Union reas >ns1 nun its impious pjslulate that we never should have treated with
the Indians as the lawful owners of the soil,
“purchasing it from them and paying them
in a currency they knew
nothing of, and
which they could use only as a means of their
own swift d*wtruction.”
.Say* tfie Union—“We hare never been aide
to get rid of tfio
Utopian schemes of philan
thru pints yet
frightfully prevalent in the
I nit«*d StiiUn, of
civilising tfie Indian trilsx.”
\N •• should “regard them as
they really ar-\
w h
dly dependent upm our benevolence, aivl
not r«*oogni»e them fefarc the
law, in any
seiuM*. us our equals.”
The article concludes
with the following suggestions, which are intended to b* practical, and to which wc ask
careful attention :
“Population has been, ami is, crowding bo
rapidly upon the great interior t»f the continent that oar tvilicshave fieoome
literally circumvented. Their hunting-grounds are l»
ing traverse d every day by soldier and emiI his state of things has gi\en tho
grant.
Indians the alarm ; and the high duty is do
Vulved up>11 the government of
raising the
cUiMlardi ol tho
republic in every pirt of the'
Indian country. indeed, the invossitv h.is
Ih*001110 apparent that we shall no longer have
an Indian
country. It belongs to the white
race.
The gritit prognw of tair
people from
Atlantic W»s*t and fn>ui the Pacific Host
fhe
is closing in »nrer the
*»v:«ge tribes, who art
hereafter to live, a* well as they can, under the
immediate surveillance cf, and in subjection
to, our frontiersmen.
This is no hardship.
It is no unjust invasion of the
rights of
tho tr»t*w.
have
no rights.
They
They were
created and placed here in the wise economy
<»l the
Almighty, Ifdvivt® tuck ami finally exterminated. This work it is for themselves to p rform. The condition
up>n which
they are permitted to live is tint they shall

ascertaining

either in

party,
House, made a
lifted a finger to save

! est
as the
is not free from such annoyances;
when the printed impression is seen, it reads

positive

politics! question; and Mr. 'Faangbolh-tcayt'
fuller, so adept in the political art of ply.

now
hope that such a desirable
things is about to prevail in our
Statu again.
Mr. ilay.lcn is now a straight whig demparty through
ators in the U. S. Senate, have ocrat, wu believe, and from association and
pnrty pressure, has (won a friend of the Wells’
already’repealcd the fishing boun- Incense Law. This position of antagonism
iooiu view*, is not a natural one, or one
ty law.

Remember that not

niiAov

There for

Hayden,whil-

ramnart.and so immoveable aa a whig
and there is Mr. "Time-terrer”
Talbot, generally wishing to bo with that wing of the
Democracy that promisee the moot rapid promotion: and Mr, ••Smooth-man" Madigan
who would be seised with the lock
jaw if be'
■hould offer to
giro a
opinion on
om so

uors,

_

argument

Me waterman or
Fair-Sprrch.
instance is Mr.
Turn-a bout”

Id

LOCAL

mills,

Ellsworth Brass Band.
speech or
This meritorious company, we are happy
right wrong, instead of conveying the mean- the law.
to announce, has obtained
J ing of the writer. We have noticed some
through the gencloud ol a letter of acceptance of a nomina- The Pictorial Machias Union.
Remember that Hon, Bion erosity of our citizens, a splendid set of GerMr. Bradbury’s Letter of Ac
queer blunders within the time we have
tion to the American Congress, or any like
The last Union came to us with a “Pro- been
man silver instruments,
manufactured by
among the types. We recollect an inceptance.
to men of genius, file
Bradbury is the candidate of that Grave* A Co., Boston, Mas*.; a House, the
of its associate editor. He j stance iu the winter of
equally
insignificant
body
Engraving,”
at
the
time
nontina
1856,
the
Mr. Bradbury Las accepted
comes
to
this
Gull
Detector”
i “Bradbury’s
seems to be in search of his
party. Two | the newspapers gave an account of President party for Congress in this Dis- most famous in the world for the exquisite
hion tendered him by the th of July Cun
finish and tone of its uistrument*. The two
garb of humility.
“gone suckers” gasping for breath, repre- Pierce turning his back on Senator Hale;— trict, and that whatever
It
democrats
head”
of
“sore
ap
vention
profes- drums
Some close ol>servation8 must be male to sent the present prospects, and the material the Tribune
defended
the
President
and
said:
belonging to the set, were made
da
is
and
j
j
joars in-the last Matthias Union,
fully appreciate the perfection which the of this once proud party. The new editor i “But this gratuitous visit—taking two ladies sions ho may make before elec- by J. G. Nickerson of the same city, and
Mr. Bradbury says lie ii
ted July 22d.
The Police is all “tattered and torn,” with a
Detector system here attains.
pair of with him—has very much the look of an at- tion, he will never voto against cost $25 and $35. There are sixteen in"grateful for the confidence reposed in him,' organization is founded on the same theory; “brass
^
on the bridge of his
resting
struments, with mouth pieces; and these
specs”
interest
tempt on the part of the Senator to get be- his party on this question.
at a time when the “most valuable
but this deals only in real corporosity; and nose. A dun colored “beaver”, the worse
with the drums cost, with the freight inhind
a
of dignity,” Ac. Ac. The
rampart
of the citizen may be affected by the resul
1
its subjects are m aterial bodies—skulking or for wear, covers
Remember that Mr. Bradbury included, $1100.
up that portion of the head I compositor made “dimity” of the word
of the election.” It is difficult to see, if Mr
secluded it may be, but still possessing farm “where the wool ought to
It is through the generosity of our citigrow.” Evident- ; “dignity,” which placed the Senator in a
Bradbury is honest in the views enunciated and substance. Thompson’s or Peterson’s
prides himself on being a “con- zens, and
the energy and perseverance of
ly there is a “brick” in it, and under it , more awkward position t!:an the Tribune
how "valuable interests" can be “affectec
sistent doughface,” and that he Messrs John I).
Counterfeit Bank Note Detector, is indis- creeping ideas. The visage of this new canno doubt.
Hopkins and Puvid S. Joy,
He wcl
the
election.'
of
the
result
by
pensible to the business man. and only equal- didate for public favor, Is “long drawn out,”
that the Band ha* been able to obtain this
the important inter
About a year since a correspondent visited has always acted with that branch
says, “whatever affects
ed by the Counting Room Almanac; but, and the mouth collapsed for want of teeth.
and costly fit out.
Its remarkable
I
ests of Maine, is of vital consequence;” am
j Bluehill to attend a meeting of the friends of the party that DEMANDS splendid
these are greatly assisted by a keen eyesight
The nose, like the handle of a jug, is on
under Prof. K. Howe's tuition,
th
of
proficiency
to
the
of
is
and
he
an
account
of
it
to
be
therefore
| music;
repeal
giving
opposed
the repeal of the bounty law.
or a tenacious memory, which very ordinone side, and is the
important part of the
mod
during the nine months of it* existence, juspublished, he stated that on arriving at Blucbounty on the fisheries, and in tiivor of
GuU
i
men often poeess.
man.
lie
was
to
be
ary
“Bradbury’s
tifies the expectation of it* complete success,
got
up,
evidently,
He will dc
hill
he
found
that
about
150
the
of
the
Treaty.
|
Remember
that
Reciprocity
Mr.
good
ifying
Bradbury and the generosity
The body from neck to knees, is
Detector,” though something on the plan of nosed.
bestowed ujion it by our
more things, if he can. whiel
folks
had
down
to
Island
in
a
gone
Long
great many
these last, exceeds them in this:—that its wrapped in a “bowery boy’s” long surtout.
was an
unsuccessful candidate citizens. If the weather is favorable, the
and in sail boats blueberry ing.—
lo its well on paper. Bat the interests o
schooner,
sphere is outside of the rubbish of trade. The pickets of this outer garment, are very The
citizen* will hear to-night (Thursday.) “elohis party are stronger than any promise
compositor in setting up the word*‘blue- for the Eastport Collcctorship,
and that it will capacious for the purpose of stowing bottles j
con meree or exchange;
music" by the KlUworth Brass ILind.
election
had
It
the
rr«d
before
make
This
can
berrying”
Mr. Bradbury
-blubbering.”
and an ardent supporter of Mr. quent
show, when properly appreciated, the slight- of “inspiration.” In one hand he holds a
Long may it wave, and it* accomplished Inhave been the case, possibly, if the
We say it is difficult to see how import in
might
cat inclination to delusion or gullibility that cane, (how necessary,) and the other is restBuchanan’s Kansas policy while structor, K. Howe.
j pie-nic had been postponed until after the
interests can be affect 'A by the result of thi
lurks in tin. human mind. This control of ing on a copy of “Zimmerman on Solitude.”
he was asking for office.
Bv
is
!
honest.
if
Mr.
singing.
W e invito tiie attention of Teacher, am!
lkadliury
election,
the mental organization is a world on which Before him tics a large pile of the Machias
the communication of “Well Wisher,”
cause in the main, he says he will content
In
parents to the notice for the Institute jiulihis capacity to “get over;”
Remember
that
all
the
LcUnions,
mesmerists,and
beyond
metaphysician#,
spiritualists
in the last American, where it reads “the lov
for just what the Republicans are contend
lished in this issue of the American. Mr.
have expended the vastness of their resources and behind him, represented by black crookow
ere of
order” Ac., Ac., the word compton office-holders in the Dis- Donnell, the Superintendent, It.is secured
ing for. That lie directly condemns his
good
the
are
the
broken
and
ed
in
Unman
and given up
linos,
promises
despair.
tendency
is true;“order” was changed to “cider,” which trict
party, in making, tills oonfeesiun
support Mr. Bradbury for the services of assistants of ‘large experience
to folly is now laid open to our astonished devious record of the party he is to labor
tliat Mr. Buchanan's office holders w ill suj
made the sentence read funny enough for a C
and acknowledged a'ility.” Let Teachers,
for.
We
cannot
discover
the
operafully
gaze.
ongress.
port him on this anti-Administration plal .1 tion on the public mind of this Gull Detecparents, anj all the friends of education
We cannot help congratulating the senior I temperance article. But the most provok- j
second the efforts of these g nlleusn in
form, is nevertheless true. It is fair to suf tor. When considerable
Editor of the Union, upen his new acquisi ing blunder occurred in making use of a 1
('OJI.niXICATIOV.
than
now.
younger
Sir. Bradbury has writte a
: wrung heading to the remarks on a resolumaking the session one of groat interest, and
pose, tlien, that
wc attempted a thorough elucidation of the tion, and at the same time commiserating
j Mr. Editor :—I see by some of the papers of
this letter fur “buucouibo” only.
tion of the Buchanan Columbia Convention that Bion
j
lasting influence.
the
“Junior”
on
the
task
l>efore
him.
and
to
l»e
astonishing power
Bradbury pretends
capabilities of‘Paine’s
opposed to
The Republican party has shown its hostilit y
Miss Emma Don ml, who taught one of
in the last number of the American.
We the
which
was made
honest
from
the
Administration,
(as
present
Light,’
Magic
any
g
to the repeal of the fishing bounty through i
our
Thayer fou Pardox.— A petition was for- j wrote the article as a continuation of the man should
village schools last season, we see tiy the
coldest and darkest of water. We failed be;) but the voters this way, wish
and vote
warded recently to the Hon. T- II. 1 licks, one tho week
St. C’uh-d Visitor, is
the
organs in Congress both by speeches
and
then
before,
heading
to know whether he can be depended upon ;
teaching the Everett
cause this discovery was tainted with too Governor of
i
Maryland, signed hv 114 MinisIt is on the record AGAINST this REPEAl
was left
School iu that place. I5y the account of an
to lie used again. and if he is
standing
the M. Episcopal Church, Black River used,
us un Anti-Administrater-of
much
put
up
humbug.
elementary
Mr. Bradbury's party is on the record i n
Exhibition published in the Visitor, we judge
! Conference, asking for the pardon and release He gave directions to the compositor ac- tion candidate, how did it
happen that there
i»f Itcv. Samtipl (irprn.
inlnrr.l Wal nrp.-nK.
Mr. Bradbury p<FAVOR of REPEAL.
cordingly; hut instead of doing as directed, were only six or seven delegates from Han- that Mim D. is meeting with success, amt
the
of
leisure moments of a prominent and
is now lying in the Penitentiary of
who
or,
11
matter.
the
s anally, lias no record in
a
heading was taken that had been left cock at the Convention when he was noinina- that her labors an- highly appreciated.
of our comparative viciui- that State, under a sentence of ten years’ imt | worthy gentleman
voters only know that he never voted again.
for having in his possession a copy standing over two weeks, and used in makprisonment,
of
whose
“sands*’
life
are
ted, (lien Wiggin li'shion) and they all ofpolitical
j ty,
nearly of Unde Tom's Cabin.—X. V. Express.
Chronic Diarbiuka. In nothing is the
his party, only in a State Convention ; an j
ini»‘ wn
ing some remarks on the Republican con- fice-holders ? I suppose the same class uf in“run out,’* and who in the intervals of
of
kind
Think
that,
the
land
of
prothe
I
tonic power of tho DKIU'Y'l.lN SYRl'l* do so have no difficulty in
wiii«
reader,
that vote was given against resotutions
getting along
vention.
We
did
see the
not
and
proof,
fessional toil, and courtly aidventure, hais per* free and the home of the brave ! One hundividuals attended from Washington Co.,—
those
who
refuse
to
do
so
never
more
did, and nevstrikingly shown, than in the preven- er
contended that the Territories now fro
the wrung head was placed on the
footed this most delightful scheme for testing dred and fourteen Ministers of our holy re- therefore
the convention made the nomination tion
will, sulisist at all, when brought iuto conyet
j
and
cure of Chronic
nien.free
of
liiurrhtro.
use
the
one
of
onr
The
so
for
to
should be kept
ligion, petitioning
governments
tact with the‘tillers of the soil.’
wrong shoulders. Such mistakes are pro- unanimous, T. J. 1). Fuller and all. The
human gullibility. Unfortunately it is onlv I release
a colored i-reacher from the Peniten.
t
tone of tho discos.-! muc,his membrane a <-tilFur a l'»ng |»©riodol tin** it hiu*
lio then voted for the S.uth, and again; :
but what office is free from them;
required
intended for the Iwnetit of the people of llan- tiary, where he is sentenced for ten years, for voking;
was never known before to lie so unaniparty
to he restored, its
a qii jsliun ol gre; t
ms party in this state, o
irritability disippeam, the nearly all th«* forces of tl*» War Department
the crime of having in his possession a printed especially a country office that has to be mous for an
and
A
roost
>ok
counties
of
We
cock,
think
to check the evils
Washington
here,
opponent.
up
the
interand
th
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It
of
men.
engendered
Northern
book—a
of
digestion
nutriment
are
Uncle
Tom’s
hy
Cabin. What carried on short handed, and at
absirption
copy
importance to
seasons, no ; there
our State ; but we have no doubt the
course of tlie other deuirtim nts with
the
patent
may be a cat under the meal, it there duly perform >1, the
text for the Fourth of July ! We venture
nat- triiics.
dischargee
South that now demands this repeal; an j j
time
to
correct
becoming
Some
items
given
The sentimental t*h i Ian thro pest who
proof.
right will be speedily sold throughout the the opinion that at this moment there is not a
really is any meal used ut all. We wish to ural, health is soon re-established.
is
fi
Mr. Bradbury's interests, and his associi
11**1
with
to
which
have
visions
been credited to the
of ludian civilization
in the world which can show
ought
know if this is the same Bion Bradbury tliat
Union, in special rights, or-in the lump to ! government
e
the poor, degraded wretches with
within its whole borders, an act so completely Mac bias
tious, all conspire to make him go with tl:
papers, also appeared in our last once
Dvsfepsia Ci-REO. A fair trial of fhe Ox-; supplies
Humuin, and become a politicail sine qua non. !
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on to the Eastfigured
holdiug
and
the
essence
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Thus armed and beI
involving
gnns
very
outrageous tyrSouth in any measure they may disire
We simply ask those persons who obsti- anny. Of the whole fabric of outrages on issue, which many people wondered at, and port Colleetorship : if he is the same man, he ygenated Bitters will convincr the most, decked with feathers,
are prepared
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j
they
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see this, i n
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to
reared by all of earth’s infernal supposed could not relate to transactions in is ahead of Gun House—1'
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act
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many quts
despots,
spite of the gilding
llage. They were not Laded items, I
in the world for the euro of this disease. utul other weapons hy which to degrade
tal tester, to watch carefully its operations.— considered the chief and
crowning stone. And and of course the reader should have known political intrigue. We have been told a sto- equal
themselves and plunder our border settlelions raised in his letter, lie is in favor ^;
Wherever there is found that pliant gulli- yet with this di-spot ism clutching at the throat
like
this
our
;
Every
(and
Dyspeptic ought to know its Value.
ry something
informant
ments.
These people we treat as proprietors
the free trade which Southern men conten ^
of its victim, and 114 Ministers on their knee* that the proper credit had been omitted byto
the
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philanthro*
—the owners ol the soil.
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altogether too rich and punj to a charm. Jacob’s flock was not more dations of our free institutions.—[Wisconsin
Noyes Collecalmost the very language of the Drcd Scott
to be witheld trim our
becility of old age. AVe may learn by tb
marked. Gideon's fleeco not more Free Democrat.
half a dosen different articles for tor nt
After holding the office gent
readers.]
plainly
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jEastport.
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Davis,
fact that Toombs,
flay
Ten years in the Penitentiary of a Statefoi
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easily distinguished, than will be that early
have no rights which the dominant race are
Brndburr,
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!
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a
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The illustrious Mr. “By-ends" of the town bound
inclination of ‘*Gulk” under the magical I having
blunders in s >me way connected with the of Bion Brad'mry went to
and
t»respect. More than this, the n»onWashington
would frighten him out of eonteuding for tl
immured
in
a
of
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of
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prison for having transaction;
Pair-Speech, whom Bunyan pictures- strous idea is iiroachcd that as tlie whites
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m-eting with in his immortal gradually close in upon, and take uwscasioti
just rights of the North, by ouly
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progress as a pilgrim,is but the prototype of of the hunting grounds of the Inoian, the
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What an untruth is conveyed in this sho 1 mind in this district and w ill vote it a failure. perhaps any other book ever published withir
thousand oms, porhups making loti,that dif- President Polk assumed office, the Democrat- ed in both Church and State. Among the We here luive unother evidence of the silent,
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trunk packed,: steadily looking the other.” Mr. “By-ends'' ilrickou down by au inexorable
got
papers ready,
idsntified with the ultra Southern wing j
plantation
tributed gratis in this village, by th*1 Depu- in Maryland, and should be caught with a occur ?
is
blessed
and passage secured for Washington, to
with the s ime policy. The Indians are now to be robbed of
happily
his party, and he could not, nor would no
get Bradbury
l* Uncle Tom’s
in
of
his
Collector.
auJ
can
ilieir
possesscopy
iH-rumhulate
easy
his
Cabin#*’
faculty,
|
whole
ty
hunting grounds, deprived of their libthe uppointmeut to Bion's place. But this
contend for our rights, if by so doing his u ^
uiMtrict, iiwkinj' iinti--ijecuin|jtou luirnti£ut«, erty* and made to become the victims of en| ioii, he, in spite of Art. IV, sec. 11 of the conhonest collector, now candidate for
Ellsworth, July 28, 1858.
friuuds should denounce him as a soctionaiis : 1 Tbe'Tlachias Union Mutilating flit* ; stitution of the IT. S. which says, “The citioongren, and bravo speeches in liivor of the Fishing forced servitude.. When the Dfel Scott doMr lUliUu ;—The ltepublicars here are agreed with Rawson, that it he would not Bounties, while he is
Berord.
We wont men in Congress who will not I c
quietly on list best of •isiun was promulgated, tlie New York Day
zens of each State shall bo entitled to all privti.trms with the
very much frightened and are putting their i disturb him, uutil his couiniissiou
mtaiued
what
Union
it
last
n
The
in
termed,
nor
dr
lstcompton conspirators, and ! Hook, which was then the leading Democratof
their
expired,
propriety,
frightened out
ileges and immunities of citizens of the sever- whole force into this District. Elder Peck
he (Bradbury) would not be hand-in-glove with the sectional leaders who ic organ in New Y'ork, said that “negro sub(four
bo bey for nyltft that ought to be demanda '. “Democratic Res lutinos passed at the Col- al States” would bo
are
imprisoned. We think lias been In-re f jr a day or two, in secret in the years,)
striving to withdraw the protection of ordination, or so-culled slavery, is the basis,
and left out the hist Northern Union savers
way. Rawson consented to the liar- the Government from the
The iiepublicau party asks for Nothing tin t i umbia Convention,
should go South and conclave with the leaders of the Republican
Fishing interest. I the foundation, the corner-stone of our ReWhat dut* ,t rn-an ?
gain. But about the expiration of the time, Tho Administration wire-pullers well knew j publican .edifice, and the time has come when
is not clearly right, and will not, contents | one of the aeries. Why did it mutilate the preach. What section of the country is it ; party of this town.
tliat it would be madness to
when R, was preparing to ro-new his
?
it afraid to have Mr. Bradbury that violates the constitution with
[ Eustern Argus.
claim,
attempt the can- this must be openly avowed and boldly pro
impunity :
ly, submit to what is wrong. If Nurtbei n | record Is
Oh, what a whopper ! Mr. Peek pissed he found tliat Mr. Bradbury had been to vass, even in the sixth district, upon, an -lairned as the distinctive badye o/" the democThe
wliut ought not to be gmste* .! address the electors of this district?
men
for
u^
Stranger in Town.
We have been grathonestly avowed Lecompton platform, and facy
Again, the Richmond Examiner,
through our village going East, and stop|icd Washington and obtained a
lot Coi^tass reject their claim*, and their pi -' Lccomptoniies have been bragging what they tified
reappointment therefore it became essentia! for them to secure mother Democratic
a call from Frederick
by
Esq.,
organ, remarked at
Ayer
to get some dinner and and had his commissiou in
just
s
long
the
enough
with
“Bion
on
do
will
his
a
candidate
w
ump.” Why the business man of the firm of J. C.
pocket.”—
titions. But never send men to Congrci c
hornet hey could rely upon in tbout the same time that “uutil recently the
his
bait
horse.
was the same on his re- This is the
Ayer
It
und
ot
vet
one premise made and secret,
who was gifted and
history
from any soetion of the country, to bey fi r not bring him out?
qualified iefenee of slavery has labored under gnat
A Co.f Lowell. A short acquaintance with turn. He was not in town over three
hours, broken by Mr. Bradbury, as given to me by to make a plausible political voyage under lifficulties, because its apologists (for they
rights, or to he frightened out of chiimin
false
the geutl- man convinces us that not the
and
with
vere mere apologists) took
Colors,
deceitful signals
going and coming. It must be fhe two-faced an offletybolder. The voters in this seetion With this
half-way grounds,
Does it look well ? Does it look well
them, by the inane cry of sectionalism. I a
end in view, they
Doctor’s skill in compounding his medicines Buchaniers that “are
select-1 rhey confined the defense of slavery to mere
much
naturally
think
that
he
is
very
now
frightenas
to see a U. S. officeholder who believes in
to promise ed a member of the
just
likely
the opinion of Mr. Bradbury, and the demi
“By-ends"
and leyro stmery, thereby giving up the slavery
is alone concerned in the immense consumped," if the mere passage of Mr. Peek through well, »nd in the end cheat them, as he was to hence the nomination of Mr. family,
erotic party, Southern disunionists may wa r the Dred Scott decision, and that colored tion of them but that it takes business talBradbury. It principle, admitting other forms of slavery to
;
WHS
our village alarmed them so that
can't
about
as is well
fair
about
they
which
that
brought
no
white
not
have
men
in ms wrong. The line of defense, however, is
citizens
promise
known,
rights
eollectorabip, and in spite of the
ent of no ordinary measure to
upon Northern interests, upon' the integrit j
pass them tell but one twenty-fourth part of the thb end cheat Mr. R.
opposition of the Custom-House low changed. The South now maintains
•
s
of tilt Union, upon the rights of the peoph are bound to respect, fawning round colored around the world. Mr.
as
is
Ayer, manifestly, truth,
pretended in somequart- hat slavery is right, natural, ami necessary,
What are the facts Bro. Sentinel? Has locomptonites,
who do not worship a "class interest,” an 1 citizens for the purpose of getting their h«s these abilities and the success of nis houseers, but by their special connivance under the 1 ind dots not
depend upon difference oj eornour
secret
of
course.
related
?
Who
A
them
votes
the
Boston
Journal
of
?
correspondent
manipulations of an agent of the Ad- dtxion. The taws of the slave States justify
says yes? Nooody,
|
,t is all suffered to pass as of no consequence
correspondent
correctly
shows that he uses them.
who
ministration,
came
he
on
of
our
State are only
fsom Washington
En. Asian.in.
The colored citizens
holdiug of white men in bondage/'
but to stand up against such rights, munful
says, if our government wishes to stop the
to sec that the
(“Memphis Whig,” Tenn.J
"hoodwinking" arrangement low fully the administration is imbued with
saved from outlawry by a decision of Repubslave trade, that by employing three or four
It is “sectionalism.’’
was
effected
and
hme
iu
properly
all
its
ideas, let the article in the Washington
perfected
The Washington Union is in favor of
Highly importa.^ to motuers. Mrs. small Steamers, carry ing three or four guns
Mr. Bradbury, without ever halting, sup lican Judges. The model democrat on the
parts.
Union testify. Shivery is “the distinctive
the
Indian*
of
this
followed
serving
Mr
Winslow's Soothiug Syrup is the only thing each, they could do much moro towards that
“By-ends" Bradbury will be aided in I »ad«j of the Democracy.” Its only solution
country the same
ported Mr. 1'ierce and Buchanan in tbei: bench, Judge Hathaway,an nuedtly on the
that you can rely upon to give rest to your end, than the cumbersome sloops of war I u the colored population are treated in the Ins cunningly devised gome by sundry gentle- if toe great problem how to deal with on inopinion
Kansas policy. No amount of fellot boi Judge Taney, in giving
who
are but the
men,
Dred Scott decision.
of colored persons
counterparts ol those i ferior nee is to enslave them —f Boston Joox*
now employed.
of
self, and relief and health to your infant.
who figured as the "kindred" of
.:ahu^, of fraud#, of burning tow nr. of rob question citizenship
^
•
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Remarkable Case

or suicide.

An eitra-

Aw English Railroad

j

to

the

Pacific.—

The Washington correspondent of the Philadelordinary caso of self-murder occured in this
Pres* says that "extraordinary intelligence
town Sunday night, in which both husband phia
has reached that city to the effect that the
and wife joined, although tho former did not British
government have had an overland route
quito succeed in his attempt to end his earthfrom their possessions in the Rocky
Tho name of the parties is surveyed
ly distance.
Mountains to a ccrtnm point in Canada, by
The man is a currier by trade, anil; which
Munroo
they will Ik? able to construct a railroad
has had of late somo trouble In his financial; over their own
territory on this continent, uniaffaire, which it is supposed led him and his ting the Pacific with the Atlantic. The prowife to commit tho rash act. They appar-1 posed route is much shorter than that of our
cntly entered upon tho work IVi tho msst do- j government, and as the British government
liberate manner, taking in the first place a j stands ready to secure a certain fixed rate of
quantity of laudanum. They then closed the j interest to all who may choose to invest in
room as tight as possible and set fire to some ! this great enterprise, its feasibility is beyond
charcoal for the purpose of suffocating them- j doubt. I have this information from the highselves. About midnight a man living in est authority.”
the house with them was aroused by the odcr
Marine Losses.—During the month of
of the burning coal, and burst opun the door
to tho New York
of the room, when he found the woman dead July, 1858, according
American vessels were lost,
and the man in an insensible condition, from Courier, twenty
of which five were ships, five were barques,
which ho had not recovered this morning
two were brigs, eight were schooners, and
when our informant left. The deliberation
total value of propertyone a
with which they entered upon the act is seen
sloop. The
lost
was fivo
hundred and forty thousand
from tho fioct that they put bondages about
As compared with
seven hundred dollars.
their faces, as is usual in the ease of death,
tho month of July, 1857, tho above shows a
to preserve their features in theirnatural podecrease in tho value of one hundred and
sition. They lived on Sprague street at Malthousand dollars.
den Centro. A letter addressed to Mr. Mun-.
roe's son was found lying upon the table.
Since writting the above we learn tbnt at It
o'clock the husband was alive and in a fair
Way of recovery, Tho wife of Mr. Monroe
has for many years h en incapacitated from
mingling with society, owing to an infirmity j
which has rendered her life a hurdon to herself and to those around her. T'hia faet
probably went |far towards reconciling her
The
to tho tragic end which she has met.
Unfortunate persons had So far anticipated
the rites of interment as to prepare their grave j
cloths. The husband was about liity years
of age, and his wife Din years his senior.—
They occupied respectable positi ms in soei.-ty,
and were honest and industrious people.—
The letter to Mr. Monroe's son will doubtless throw some light upm their conduct.
Fuether Particvi.irs.—Mr. Munroe, the
man who, with his wife, attempted to commit suicide on Sunday night, was a currier,
in business la Malden.
He formerly resided
in Cambridge, and also in Charlestown, but
in Dedham.
He
inure
recently, we believe,
was about 94
years of age and his wife 71*.—
was
Ids
Tho Woman
second wife, and they
had been married about l.» years. The
house in wnicn they lived is n uouiuo one,
owned by Mr. Farrar, who occupied onehalf of it, and it is the last house on Sprague
street, at the foot of the hill. The last that
was seen of Mr. aud Mrs. Munroe was on
Sunday evening, when they teemed in good
spirits, and both called into Mr. Farrar’s
front room on the other side of the entry,
and exchanged a few pleasant words. Mr.
William Harlow, whose place of residence as
well as his business stand a« a marble worker
is oboe by, states that his wife had occasion
to rise, on account of a sore fing**r, sever il
tines on Sunday night, and saw a light
burning in the sitting room of Mrs. Muune
as lat«* as two o’clock.
The bed-room which
the old folks occupied was right olT ti»e sitt ng r kwii h.ick; in a front room on thel »w« r
fl sir their soil slept, who is b'tween twenty

seventy
For the past six months of 1858, the total
number of vessels lost was 191; value,includ-

ing cargoes, $5,359,44.

For the same
period
of the value o

lost,
$ 10,943,200.—Traveller.
in 1857 380 vessels

were

A
tus Son.
named Allen M »tthe Probate Court

and t**ok the neceeasary steps to emancipate
lie
a young lad whom he said was his son.
said that the ls»y was about fifteen years of
age, that he was his own son by a yellow
girl who was his slave, ami whom ho purchased with the first money he saved in superintending a plantation. The counsel 1 or
Mr. Motoly stated that ho intended to give
the boy the best education lie could in this
country, and then send him to

Europe.

[Cincinnati Paper,

i

The Vermont Bounty Land frauds. A
dispatch from Montpelier informs us th.it
the cases of tho Cuited States v. Buswcll,
Wall ace and Bickford, are now before the
Grand Jury of the C. 8. Court sitting at
Windsor. No bills of indietment have as
yet been found in thes? cases. The para-

graph published yesterday was erroneous,
except that a bill was found a gainst a man

Waters.
i named

aud a maiden lady, who occupied tlie
of housekeeper,
slept up stairs. The
housekeeper, on copiingdowu at five oYlu-k
on Monday m >rning, discovered an empty
a ial labelled “laudanum" on the table of the
fitting room, and also a letter. There was a
smell of charcoal in the room, and what
alurmed her most was that the door of the
little IKick bed-room was shut. Overwhelmed with a consciousness that something fearful h id ti ken place, she tott-red through
the mi try to the young man’s room, and
called him; hut as she was unable to stiff
why she wanted him. In* suppled it was his
usual morning call, aud di i not get up until
she called again.
He went into the back
room, saw the vial, opened the letter, and
alter reading a sentence or two rushed into
tk* street.
Messrs. Farrar and Harlow had
by tfiis time liecn called, and on opening tin*
d sir of the little !»d-toom were nearly ft i ?! -d
by the fumes of charcoal. The window was
thrown open, and Mrs. Munf*** was found to
t*o dead, while Mr. Munroe was insensible,
bat breathing heavily.
At the foot of the b d stood a pan of 11glite4 charcoal.
It is as yet un•■•Train ii »w the
d«rsd w.is uec >mplish«d,—that is,whether the
laudanum was shared between them, or
taken by only one—or at what time in the
history of the tr ig-dv tli charcoal Was
lighted. Nothing but the past mortem Can
tiirowany light on that subj-vt. Mr. Monro lav insensible from the time he w.is found,
with little change, up t * 4 oYl sk ysterday
afti'rnom, when our reporter saw him, and
Justice H. G. Hill, of Malden. wis awaiting
the result before
pr-s* Hiding to hold the inquest. S*veraI doctors, h;ul been in attendance, and it was thought barely pisdble
that Mr. Munroe might ri**»v«T;ia that c is**,
of course, he could refuse to answer any
questions, as no p-r* in is biund to criminate
himself, and he would, if he lived, b»* liable,
for directly or indirectly causing th
death
t >n;
lost

is muto l*o iu Mr. Munroe’s handwriting, horo reference simply to tho distribution of the little p-rsonil property which
the deceased
The must singular feature of the affair is
that, on th** part of Mr. Munr *e at least.the
affair has been premeditated for mouths.—
He has Isvn repeatixily heard to make use of
expressions indicating that lie was tired of
life, that ho did not care how soon ho would
leave off work forever, and the like, co ipled
however, with a desire that he should not
live longer than his wife. She has l*een an
invalid for a long time, and depended on
him for assistance in moving around the
house, and it is said that no one could have
l>e»m more devoted than he was,albeit she was
sixteen years his senior. They were neither
of them members or attendants on any Christian church. The principal part of Sunday
was occupied by them in
packing up their
worldly goods in trunks, to he disposed of
directions
the
of the letter they
according to
icft,aud c* n articles for shrouds were placed
They weip
on the top of a bureau drawer.
not in straitened eirc'umstaeoes, and if they
lmd been, would have been eared for, ns one
of their sons is married and resident at Ly nn
and tho other, who lived with tliciit is single, and has repeatedly urged them to n.' ike
themselves comfortable oil that score. The
iAA lady has hoeu heard to say that she would
not care to lire, afflicted as she was, if it were
qot for her husband. Mr. Monroe expected
a loss of $2»W ou some hides which he |n»ascttscd, but this is not thought to have affected
the result.
jl Jos ion Journal.

ot

Prof- Be Orath'e Electric Oil-

Aug.
Judge

.mnn-

mujuriiy,
.\|i|>'iln
Clerk 300. Tlio American comity officers
nre prohah y all elccte; by small
majorities
The polls were generally «|'ii**t.
Capt.
Rousseau was danger mslv wounded by a
St.indipistol »hot wliile in a fight with Dr. from an
|ord. The difficulty arw partly
old grudge, and partly from political feclean

ing.

consent

SCRANTON.

|

to

JAMES DUNNING

Don’t fail to proSyrup for children

to

let her child

Office
B.txuon,

in Store

Juno

*21,

3XT

pass

through the distressing and critical period of teething without the aid of this invaluable preparation.
It' life and health can be estimated by dollars and
cents, it. is worth its weight in gold.
Millions of bottles of Mrs. Winslow’s Soothing
Syrup are sold every year in the United Statos.
It is an old and well tried remedy. None gen-

wv

and Burning Fluid,
Candle*,-Wadhing Puwil*r*, Simp, Dya Still?*,

AFFUCTMD

formerly occHjtied by

(J.

Ladd, erppositc Wood

VV.

A

Jiiahojr't

Stove Store.

oopini

1858.

E

CHARLES E. DOLE,

or

14

"W

Hancock, ss.—At

;

j

PA TENT MEDICINES,
Townsend'
More’*, Warren’s, Kelly’s and SJhu
ker Syrup and Sursnparillu; Weaver’s Canker t. U
Salt Rheum Syrup; Arnold's Vital Fluid, Atwood’s
Ext. Dandelion, Brant’s Purifying Extract, Bulls
Sarsaparilla (John), Gay’s blood Purifier, Green*
Indian Panacea, Huy’s Humor Syrup, Hampton’s
Vegetable Tiuctuje, a sure euro, Kennedy’s Medical Discovery, Morse’* Syjup Yellow Dock, Oldways Humor Discovery, Peruvian .Syrup, Kadwuy’s Resolvent, Rhodes’ Fever ind Ague Cure,
Sands’ Sarsaparilla, Shiiker Sarsaparilla, Tuwnsends Sarsaparilla, Old l>r.Jacobs, MoMnnn’i Elixir
of Opium, Mrs. Winslow’s Soothing Syrup, Shaker
Extract Valerian, Wilson’s Neuropathic Drops.
Dr. Abbott’* Bitters, Peek’s Jaundice Bitters and
Fife’s Indian Vegetablo Bitters, .Atwoods Hhysi
cal, Brown’s SasnpariHa and Tomato, Claik’s Sherry Wine, one and two qts., Langley’s Root and
Herb Bitters and almost every other kiud in use.
Bnlin of Thousand Flowers, Cold Cream, Flesh
Bulls, Liquid Rouge, Ac., A. Ayer’s (.lu rry Pectoral, Allen’s Cough LoKcngcrs, Brunt's PulmonaK-i,...-

...

FURNITURE
ISIS.

Gratefully vours,

ILEV. JAMES

DEAFNEbg CURED.
Nrw llsvmi, May 19, 1060.
l*rof I'K OrtATil: My brother Itns been deaf fur threw
Alter try ing many things, be used
year*.
yudr OH a fuW
limes, and it cured him entirely.
CLIFFORD B. SC ANTON.
G jrrnw —There af'e nbm-fowk fm ft at ions
sprang up on
tbs repiuaiioa that my article bus acquired. Tlie pubUd
mast beware
They ure worthies*.
8ai'J0
L. 0. PECK, Agent, Ellsworth.

AI.ABMINO SIGNS OF A SICKLY SUMMER.
Tin- Summer and Fall of I8JW will ba marked In the record* ol time 11s the most sickly and untie
«UKy ofseanons
that have visited the uort era portion
for

orihisTonljuvnt

Malarious diseases, in thvir most malignant
many years.
ami violent forms, will prevail as v|*dcndc*. in sections of
•Mir country that have fiesu
deluged by the late overflowing of rivers, creeks and bayous, and dreached by the recent heavy rains.
1 KM/»W FEVER, TYIMIOID FEVER,
MMOLS FKVKR, FEVltU AM) AO IE, COXO-KRTIYE FEVER.
INTERMITTENT AND RMMUTEXT

iit..;r

Liniments of all
I»y«, Harrison’s Hair l>ye.
kinds; Harney’s Musk Cologne, bftrny's Shaving
(’ream, Harney’s Verbena Water; Ayer's Sngar
Coated Pills,brandreth’s Pill, Wright’s Indian Vegetable; Court Plaster Ac., Ac.; butcher's Dead
Shot for bed bugs, Prof. Mohr’s (Jcnnun Fly Pa
per; Salves and Ointments ol every kind; and
every other article usually kept In such a liter*.
4tf

STOVES !

>

rn

■

Posts,

Bcilstrails,

a

neuralgic hvidj
couple of pinches

tained—nervous, sick and
instantly r dieved by a

ache

Brady

of this aromatic.
Oi.i> Shipmaster.—Capt.
Dy*r of Cape Klizalieth, wh«
from
ha*
a shipmaster out of Portland,
fift^m t • twenty years, died at his residence
in CajH* Kliziiln'th, on Sunday. Capt. Dy*
has Iwen one of the most successful shipmasters out of that jvirt.—[Traveller.
Death of

day of October 1*57, Louisa McK-nn- and
M«. Keuxie. of Sedgwick, conveyed b- Jane s
Cunniiighain, in Mortgage, a certain lot of land in said
Se«lgwick,containing al>out two acres, mere or loss, adjourning land of Horace S impson, a id l»>uiided by it, and the
town rood and land of the hors of the late Jn.ni. Tinker.
For
more full description, reference may la* had to said
deed of mortgage, recorded iii Hancock Registry, Vol 105,
Page 573. The c m d it ions of said hi >rtgag- having b-en
broken, and by reason thereof, I ri.um to for*-cl"*-- tli»* *aid
n.rt
J AMKft Cl NNINGIIA M.
\N the flr«»

William

A dispateh reHkai.tii of New Orphans.
tn«» Al'Tcliant * r.xoliang»\ says in*'loath* in N**w Orlounn during the wific ending August 1, numfiored l'jOt including 7C
from yellow fever.

Dedgwick, July 2*J, 1S54.

ATTACK* OF
tb* vIcinMcs of low
rage
marshy lands, uu.l where the dwliigu of Uie Waters anil
drenching* of the rains have been saffcitfiitly violent to
produce mhudna, from decompouitfnn of tepL-tahle or utfi'-‘r 'lcci/TMpi«ed mutrtff.
In our humti»rn and Woutern
itates w.- may therefore expert Ui* urevaleuc* as epidemic
| Malarkrfts disease* in one or the other of th<- above natn.-d
in
order tlmt tire Public may provide Miotnforms; aijl
salvcs with llie proper me.tMs to protect their
syKtefns
against sudden attacks of disease* of any kfnd, we notify
the people ..f tha approach of th-se maladies. lu Radway’s
y Uelhf yon have the preventative. With this
Remedy, however vloleut und malignant, infectious and
deathly may be the character of the disease, ft cannot
harm you.
A teaspnonfal of this
UTejprotecting lUmaJy,
Irauk in a liitlo Water three or fbur time*
per day, will as
f .rtlfy the stoWtauh against the Infectious
g*s*.« of th_so
levers, that yon art# As safe frotd danger as though
you
were br-utbiug Hie tr».*t wholesome and
invigorating Mmos here under the
sun.
Railway's Ready Relief has
been proved, id the VelloW Fever of
Iw
to
the
Iws*
186U,
disinfautai t in use. If sfnr of our readers are do unfortrnuto us to be afflicted wish any Fever,
Cholera, Flux or
Wysi nteru—either Velkju J tmgvstiee, Intermittent nr
Remittent—And way’s Ready RelieC aided with t.ml ways'
Regulators, will in u R*.v hour* arrest the
lulstwc uial
danger uf tlic dis<u»se. ami soon Hvrc.'jvni
CO.MMVN klSEASIR.
Dlsoftses such as Rheumatism, (Jortf' Sriatioa, IS'omritgia. Heml Aohrs, InHnenza, Rush of Blood to the
■Hoad, Biliousness. Cholic?, Tooth Actus. Broup, Whooping Coughs. Infill that inn of the Burnet* and Lungs,
Sudden Attacks ot Chells and
Fceerg, Sickness at the
Stomach Congestion or the
Rv%m, Bun Stroke, Liver

Difficulties and other painful, d.-billtatirtg wad ctifoeblrug
lunladies will run riot throughout the length aud bwmdth
of ths land, attack trig in tfiefr most violent fhtons tlie agv<l
middle aged, and youthful. But agahist these iLlit, whiutl
inflict so much ptiu «|x>n tii-ir victims,11*4*;%'* Ready
Relief wil* in n lew moments remove the most tterse and
torturing pains-, uu.l, if used in ooanectloO wich AWdway’s
Regulators, *p*c*'i1y ctfcet a euro.

JContmUalonor*.

New Oklran*.—A tele
graphic despatch from New Orl *ans Rtatcs
the nuraN*r of death* in that city fbr the
last week at l'.M), of which 70 was ol
at

Commissioners’ Notico.
\17E the

been appointed by the lion,
subscribers,
Parker Tuck, Judge of Probate for the County of
Hancock, to receive ai *1 xamitie the claim* of creditor* t«»
the estate *.f Malachi Orcutt l.xt»- of Itrooksville, d' t< a*nl,
repre.»* tiled insolvent. «1*» lieteh) give notic -that i*i\ mouth*
are allow'd to said creditors (from th** IGth of June last,)
to bring in and prove their claims; ami that we nhail attend to that service at the b* U*v oi Koliert (Jordon, in said
liruuksville th third Thun l..y* in N v.-mt« and
l>*
next, from It) o'clock A. ii. to 4 o’cl -ck I*. M., on -aid
DA % IP WALK hit,
days.

yelh>w fever.—[Traveller.

MARINE. JOERNAI
PORT OF ELLSWORTH.
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I

m

|

Otronto, Hammond,

having

ItOllEKT CON PON.

I

Itr *oksvill -,

July 30th, 1454.

3w24

'■

d"

Saii iuhv,

ANCCX'K,

—July ’Jf-'h

1‘5*

Taken

on

Kxicnti-tn

>:i atth nfllee .f \r
and w lit ImId at public au
Wi»w. It. Ka*j in KItaw *rili, *•«> Saturday, the 28th day of
August, at tiire* o'clock I*, il., all tin right John Crowley
of hll-worih. has to red«**m th** real « suite- on w hich said
I Crowley now lifts, Uu- same being under iiioitgage.

•

SAILED.

off-red far sale In
among Which mu.t hi
fourd the «Jr* at Up-ddic, Uay .Stkte, Vanmw. mid \c.»dia
Cook. Tli
Sun- •< have not been equalled in this market fur economy and durability.

ever

Alsu, tli- Genessee Va.»ey, W«o Hand, Granite State
New World, Glut*', Air Tight. Boston Victor uiul ftontuu
Cooking Stoves, with and without elevated Ovens.

a

the

Court

of

County

AIJllJlT, Administrator,

Probate holden at Eil-iwo. th within
of Hancock, nu the Jd W cdu.-> i:.y

at,.I for
olJune

fcSk.S.Sss«
and Vessels’ Stoves of all use#, together with an endless
variety of Parlor, Olllee. Franklin, Cylinder, Box and Air
Tight Stores, air of which I shall sell for cash chrajier
than ev.-r. Constantly on hand a large assortment of Enameled, Britunin, Japanned and Tin ware, Ziu«,Sheet Lead
Lead Pipe, M-vo l’ip- Chnin, Cast Iron and Copper
Pumps, Kin* Frames, Oven, Ast and Boiler mouths, and
and all kinds wf ail articles usually found in a slurs e*tab-

3*24

:»l.

1 11.

TliOMA', »U- ri(r.

:r^r;
tXnCt

1

a*,<l[W
J'i'IW'toncc
utny*Ht‘p'u''

■

progress
nfiiTTn !

STOVE STORE!

2"'*

17.
k'.e"trsV
ii>1 u‘UfLM''’US,i:nJ
fL!l.WMC|^uf holiOU*,.i‘rul

PEARSON,
STOVE

opened

i^TrTvi f.V KliK’.K1NwVrtlj5

COOKING

ft A 8 sTfll |I 8 R r fp
MtmtJAii
LIFE INsnmCK tOliPAitV,
SPRINGFIELD,

STOVES

BONNETS, RIBBONS,
mUNKUV GOODS.

GUARANTEE CAPITAL <100.009.

PUffiPS.

COLLARS,

j

1

:

i
!
j

3VX-

XsT.

1

]NTo. 19

Square,

BANOOR.

NEW GOODS
Constantly Arriving

IVotice.

'•

44
Elizabeth, Holt, Portland.
44
By Boat aihl K\piv-s —tuumfuciurid expfcidy to cur OlUrikt Wood. It will l»e rocForrister, Murch, Quincy.
An adjourned meeting of Iho P«-tv Owner* and
1 Proprietor* of tho Baptist Meeting House in Klls- der by the most .xporkiKvd w •rkmvu.
cheated that Cant. Alfred Kollius, ofsclioou
Monday, 2.
it K'Wciusko, of Thoumston, Me., wasrecen,
worth, v' ill bo bob! at the School House on llanOur latest arrival catfish* «*f
Brig Waltham, Clark, Hancock.
cok Street, i‘U Monday the 'Jib inst., at (» o'clock
tly fiued for the larceny of wood that hud
into csted in repairLnlitV S r„o Congress Heel •# MTEUS,
bmkeu adrift from schooner William O.
j in tiw after noon. AllMlpersons
WEUNKHD.it, 4.
in
a
interested
an*l
said
building
House,
ing
Boston.
Sch. It. P. M'arti.ig,
A. AJ. i». 114. * C.
Cooper, which ca|Mix«sl on the flats in Uoxnew Meeting House are requested t«» attend.
•4
burv. Capt. It*11 in« suliiMifUcutly paid us a
Abigail llayucs, Lord, do.
Pku Ouokb.
Glove Kid Cougreas II I Gaiter*, A.
visit, and offered some plausible explanation
Ellsworth, August 4th, 1848.
Mis»* s Serge Cong. II. I’d.
of the affair, which in part shifted the blame
DOMESTIC PORTS.
Misses Kid Cong. XX.
upon his mate, lie desired some statement
BrcKSPORT.—Ar July 27, sch Amazon, Brown,
to be made through our columns which
Menu', tin) Yoolllx’ .ixl CWI lx’
the
estate
o
to
or three cheap tencmeuU belonging
would relieve him from the imputation of Grand Hanks, 3U00 fish; sld Aug 2, sch Marietta,
TWO
Junes.
l|.
8.
At
Chalour;
Boots, Slioos, cJbo.
Bay; Casseta, Thompson, Hay
GEO. PABCI1ER, Administrator.
H
having taken advantage of the distress of a Cobb,
Caroline Hall,-, Philadelphia.
J_/-Those patronizing ua will find our goods AS W
brother shipmaster, affirming that Capt.
Ruth
sch
Thomas,
Went Brooks ville.—Ar 28,
: RECOMMEND.
NOTICE.
Wood exonerated him from all blame in the Taplty, Boston; Phebe Anu, Green, do; Ar 3 0
matter. We informed him that we could Anthrooophora, Gott, Bangor; 31, N. L. Masson,
MILLET! & BANGS.
persons indebted to tho estate of
not go behind the record of the Court by ! Tapley, do; Sld Anlhrocophora, Gott, Hingham;
the late William Bingham, Ksjuirv, duecas
20
Prescdcnt,
Hattie
ly
Perkins,
Ar
i
Bangor;
Annah,
to
immediate
j
1,
rnuke
are
called
hut
if
the
maswhich he had been convicted,
payment.
ed,
upou
I
R. II. Perkins, Thompson, do; Sld All the lands remaining unsold belonging to the
ter of the William O. Cooner was satisfied Varnuin, do;
2, President, Varnuin, Charleston; N. L. Wasson said Estate, lying in the counties of Penobscot,
J. & L> \V. MILL Eli,
that he had no intention of committing lar- j
| Tapley, Salem; 3, Hattie Annah, Perkins, Bos- Hancock, and Washington, in the State of Maine,
ceny, we would cheerfully publish u state- I ton.
are now ofiered fur sale at reduced prices for oash.
Commission
ment to that effect over his signature.—
For information in regard to tho above and for
and dealer in
Capt. Kolhns wentout, and shortly returned
plans aud descriptions of these lands, application
MARRIED
with a letter signed “Master of Win, O.
may be made to the agent.
BLACK.
N.
0.
Flour
and Produce,
I^ed,
i
In Penobscot, 2d inst., by Pcleg G. Staples, Esq.,
Cooper, H. J. Wool,**
6tf
Ellsworth, February 3, 1858.
from all blamo. This letU
No. 87, Commercial Street,
j Mr. Corydon Staples to Miss Maria Freethy, both
It now appears that the signature is a forge- I of Peuobacot.
(Head of Portland Pier,
31st u’t., by Rev. Mr. San
ry. It Wits not appended nor authorised by j In East Maohias,
Mr. John Inglee to Mias Isabella Ilanscomb,
Mo.
Portland,
Capt. Wood, who aoes not endorse the state- born,
both of that
N. J. MILLER, J*.
D. W. MILLE D
ments which the letter contains.
lylO
Capt, Kol- —— place.
—
—g
lius therefore not only rests under the implijDA
til)
cation of having taken advantage of the disParticular Notice.
tress of a brother shipmaster, for which hi
In Baugor, 2d inst-, George, son of George A nASH ... Tin; HIGHEST TRICES A LL demand* due the old firm of E. D. SHAW k CO.
has been convicted of larceny, but has alst
**■
will be left with an Attorn*} *»r collection uul**» pak
and Helen A. Baily,
1 year and 4 month#.
paid for Hide# aad Wool Pki is, by
DANIEL EPPE8
within thirty day
ANN Y. OR EFT/.
aggravated the matter by an offense of a still » In Bastport, 24th, aged
Frank H-, son of Dr- S- B
Bt"r« basbBT* a of l5ll*wo»th Rouse2*
Ellsworth, JylyiJ, l*W.
15 _|f
14
month'*.
f Boston Journal
gravsr nature.
Mayberry, aged
••

To lj0ta

ALL

N.
General

ROOM PAPERS!

,lea4' !*",re

ZN ELLSWORTH

rt*

I

STOVES
KlUworth,

A. D.1858.
I pm the foregoing petition, Ordr-d That the petitioner
give notice to |»-r*<>ii* interested by cau.-iiig a copy o| th< pe- lishm-irtlilion and order of court thereon, to be publish'**! t'hnT
JOHN W. MILL.
weeks
in
the
El|sw.,rih Ain.-rieiwi,
successively
tils worth, June 24th, 1H&S.
printed nt EiLsw.irth, that they may appear at a lYobate
Court to tie held at lluckspuri in said ciuity, on the .id
Wednesday of September uext, at ten of tin-clock in the
b.’lis-s
A SI. Ki.Y MKVSOg JS FAHT
AFPKOACUt.VtR—l/iitmi
forenoon, arid shew cause, If any they have, why the
t* of the Most terrible and
fatal ohurat/tr mill prevail
prayer of said peiition should not be i-ranted.
but aith ti»ehe rnneUtefl at
PA UK hit Tl (K, Judge.
hand, you nwv rest x.qui*
Attest A. A. Haictlktt, H.gist- r.
h? ru"1, d‘, f k,"’wr‘ ^ U*e l’hy.skiiuis that the
r,,K‘- C!*" rt|y
A true ropy of the petition and order <4 Court th-i.-on,
ia the iwerwffit
!
dw l8
n,;d-'ir‘nusdiaeaaesi UkIwar's
Attest, A. A. lURTM-.TT, Register.
i. -*i.v i»i-iteis or l*'-giil,it
/i>, as curative*and i.revehtivca
within and f->r
At a Court of Probate h<>lden nt Mt. P.-->. iVevars. are
fixed
nxetl tacts.
ttie County of /7ancock, on the third Tii'.sd.iy of Juue
It U. n
R. Remedies are sold by Druggktu and
v
A. P.1858.
Merchauts everywhere.
JOHN S
C. corsiss, Wid* w rf Nchemiah ll. Cousins,
\11SS ti. I>. FRYING has just returned from
ft TO., If*! Fulton st.. N. Y.
„ltA1,'VAV
1’A lioston with a complete assortment of
late of Tremont, deceased having made applh-.ui *n
,
a
EJ AS
<St TIN SHOP
j9hu fiUfVens, ltlue«
to me ror an allowance out ol the |H.rsonal VStati ot si.d
lull, A. J. Minting, >ft. l»es«-rt.
below rimer «t Clark’s store, where he
Iy20
may
deceased:
he
found
ut
all
times
with
ns
uu
I Ordered, Tliat the said Nancy Q. Cousins give notice thereof
assortment
good
j to all persons Intciested, hy causing a copy <•! this order
to be published three weeks successively in th" I INwi rili
I American, printed at All* worth, that they may :ip|K.-ur a: a
Probate Court to Ive iioldcu at Mount Desert <*u the l.l'th
Tuesday of August next, at ten of the d'.-k in the as were crer offered for sale in this vidiniti whc«e
roiKi.liiig of
forenoon, and shew cause—if any they have—why an he will sell ut lower prices than tho same quality
allowance should not he made.
MASS.
of Stoves cun be bought in the County. A splenPARKER TUCK. Judg*.
did assortment of Parlor Stove* of various pat- OJflct fto. 8 Font's Bui Id
tug. Corner of Main and Stalk
! 3w27
A true copy, attest A. A Djktiitt Regis'* r.
ents.
Franklin anp Cylinder Stows for wood or
Wirrf.
1 At a Court of Probate held at Ellsworth, within and for the Coal, box and
Air-tight with and without ovens. !
lucorporated hy tie.- Legislature or .Ma*mchuuetl«.
County of Hancock on the third Wednesday of June
Fire Frames, Oven, Ash and boiler Mouths, Fire
A. D. IHoH.
in fact every article found in a first class
Also Prints, DeLainen, Cashmeres, Thibet*, nil. TUlIN GRANT, Jr., ami John
Rigly, named Executor* dogs,
M'ill^a oonsttM'tly inenraving Surplus,
wool DcLalnes, :uul other Dress Goods suitable for
in a certain instrument purporting to be the last will ‘Stove and Kitchen furnishing waru«roouii
the season. Ladies and Misses’ Gloves aud llote, and testament of John Grant, late of r>uck«|>ort, in said
OFFICERS.
(in
the
for
same
Probate-.
having
cased,
presented
County,
kinds.
of various
CALKII RICE, FtoMent.
I Ordered, That the said Executors give notice to all per*
f
LAWKS’
R. I*. HKAOII, Vice President.
L
sous interested hy causing a Copy of this nrd-r to In- puband chain Pumps, (a little cheaj ear than th
Iron
FltAXt'IS II It A (DN, Secretary.
lislied three week* successively in the Ellsworth American,
ALFRED LAMUKKT, M> D„ Mailedl K.tamltaef.
printed at Ellsworth, that they may appear at n Probate cheapest.)
|
CAPS,
Court to be held ut Ihicksport, in said Coiihfy, on the third
vuusukutiy on nuuu, ana inaav to orucr stove
UXDERSLEVES,
of
at
-4
tli.A.
ten
M.
next,
o'clock,
Wednesday September
ipe.
DIRECTORS.
and a variety of KXICK KNACKS to nu- und show ciitis**, if any they have, why the said in- ruTin whre which will be sold cheap ns mn be
Rice,
l\ ||. Tyier,
,
I
not be proved, approved, and allowed as the
merous to mcntioi.. Those persona wishing tc incut shobld
K- l>. Beach,
bought. All kinds of tin and sheet-iron work done
A. II. Avery,
testament
of
said
last
will
and
deceased.
;
Jr.
Henry
iu
tho
best
Fuller,
will
well
call
as
we
are
deterrnunner.
If. J|. Bacon.
do
to
;
purchase
PARKER TI CK, Judge.
11. A. < hat n
bamut I Bowles,
au(
Purchasers of article* in m3' lino, arc invited to
27 A true copy—Attest, A. A. iUurLirr, K gwu-r.
mined to sell our goods nt a price that will
<
On- hilds,
\
K. V. Moseley,
call
and
examine
If
prices.
M illlani
any articles bought,
conform to the stringency of the times.
i Alfrwl Lambert*
At a Court of Probate holden at Ellsworili within and for
Utee,
are net what was recommended the
" ( Sturtevanl,
G. 1). IRVING & Co.
money will be 1
thi County ol' Hancock, on Che 3*1 Wednesday of June
Sylvamis Adams,
refunded on return of the Sutuc.
Albert Morgan.
1 A. I». 1*58.
I J. |». Rr»oks,
I4tf
Ellsworth. May 1-. 18 )8.
Ja,n«* Kirkbau*,
I menu what I say. Call and sec.
!
; Ralph W. lioltoau*
I /^ill ARI.ES J. ABBOTT, Administrator of th-- estate of
Nath.mi-1 Perkins, late of Newburyp<irt in the Stale of
KWlm StorkbriilgC. *
JOHN S. PEARSON.
ilceciiscd— having presented his private
M;is>^ciiu»etts,
Ellsworth
Oct.
17th
18."*t>.
1 aCRiHiot upon said deceased1* i-siah- f«>r settlement,
38t»
"WS
1ST.
Information given. Pamphlets eontnlblhjj IwhoHant and
useful information, furnished gratis tut
j iinlered, that the said Administrator give notice thereof
wh'u •.•all. or It#
9
to all |arsons interested, by causing u copy of this order to
mail. If written far, post paidl*c
d
three
wo
ks
in
the
Ellsworth
puML-h
\
successively
K. PAM YfU, Ayrnt.
American printed In Ellsworth, that they may appear at
| a Ihrohnte Court tobehold at Bueksport on the third Wednesday of S'-pn-inber next at ten of tin* clock In the forenoon
; ami shew cause, if any liny have, why the aatuc should

West Market

Sheriff’s Salo.
11

Fill da v, 30.

At

CUftONlC 1>ISEASES.
Thoss who nre so unfortunafe as U- be afflicted wlui
Chronic diseases. Breakings Out,
Running Bores, Homors Fever Sons, Ulcers. Salt Rheum.
TrieUu Heat.
Uad *■*•;*■ Sores in The Note or
"t7re
/<»««.
match,,. Krtcipatm, Bad
—.Mj.lt. AW... Han,, .ill
|»*
fr.,m
UiOK *«..««, *lnrlN.- tills ,icl»fjr
cycle, *.l„ il* IW i.
i.-a>i»T irnm ns /fnmors, aud the
system renovated of its
impui
by R Ad way's Uenovatlug Resolvent. This Ue| ""'dy is a quick cur f.»r the above named diseases, aud R
: is the only known Remedy that will c« mpMety Eradicate
rromihe system diseases inherited
by constitutional trail smission.
1 er**,* aliiiotel with
Scrofula, Fits, Syphilis or
I any f hr 'tut- disease, wil; he edectuidfy ouied, If Kudwav’s
Uwimvating ft.-solveAt Is used.
PREPARE l’U HKS1ST TilK PESTILENCE,
[
A great numlwr of those who die
i
from pestilential dieeast* ere
suddenly seised hi the night, or When they least
aSt*M’k'
th-fefure
m.yr pared to resist
the first iittio-ks of their
deadly f..«. H Is, therefor -, r4 (ku
to those who desire to live
[
through an
k"'.d- "beth. t hu/era, i'cUou- Fever, Run
,’r Hr*i»
;
Feotr, to have Rad way's
r^ly t6
Hose Rcmedt.is, L-Uen when y. u feel uuwsfl »'*y moment;
or hi uahi—
either sltg-ht or violuit—will
histantly check and tt.ai tlio
af disease, and delivar
you rroui furthw hurts.—
I ill
*■"»«, Shipmasur and,
T charge
.',Kr’ ,,|anUT»
met, all Imnigj
of others, keep a
supply of Rndwaj * heady llelisi. RegolaU%. awd Rekolvents m thew

L!> re*|*ectfully Infirm tve dtsens rf Kflswortli arid
\ riiiity that lie may alii! be found at the late Stand of
where may befeund th- largest ussurliieat ;

Young,

COOKING

mmstom, m&m

3w24

AN COCK, S.4.— We, the undersign .*1, |,vr g !»-•»• *luly :i|i|e>inte*l liy the Hon. Parker Turk, Judge of
Prohate f.>r s.tid t'ou.ity, Cnnitui-*iouer* to receive an ! *amine tie’ claim* of tin creditor*of hurl*-.* l>n:i*cni;i, Jr.,
late of Mount Desert, in said county, deceased, whose e*tf»t'* ha* t*een represented ins •Ivcnt, In rehy give public
notice agreeably to the order "f the said Judge of Pr ■hate,
that six mouth* front and after the sixteenth day of June
last, have Iteen allow**! to said creditors to present and
prove their claims', and that wo will at ten* l to the service
assigned us. at the late dwelling house of the said dec -ased, on the tirst Saturday of September, and December next,
at leu o’clock A. M. of each of said days.
*
Jt»HN M. NOTES,
3.JS
LKWISFUKKMAN,

Nomination First District.— At the Democratic Conventi * n hohlen here to-day,Aug. .T,
Ira T. Drew, nf Alfred, wan nominated ful
Congrow.—[Tel. Hang or Time*.
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Hill &

SPRING

II

jority.

Canova, Fullerton, Boston.
A. Hooper, Cousins, do.
Francis Ellen, Clark, do.
Panama, Tate, do.

* *

NANCY

Commissioners’ Notice.

Missoi ri Election.—Advices from St.
I. mis Aug J announce tic* defeat of Franuis
IV Blair, Jr. Birrctt, hi* democratic opponent, i* elect'*d to Congress hy about GOO ma-

Sch.

C. J.

.Made Coflihs

GOODS,

Notice of Foreclosure.

(Viv***I at

2’J.

provided.

FASHIONABLE

j

<

Thcksday,

JOHN W. HILL

\VTOI

NEW

Commodore Stewart of the. N ivy completed his Hlhh year of ago on thetJSth ult., and.
w* are happy to add, is still in the enjoy men \
He enf good health, vigor and activity.
tered the Navy a Lieutenant sixty years ago
last March.

ARRIVED.

and

-Bnggy Wagons

an

W.Midhurv

Ykm.ow Fever

sale of a |K»rtion of said prnjM-r’y would greatly dm lu
tab the value of the remainder—V\ her >re lie prays that
he may he licensed to make sal.- of .s.u Ir.-al estate agfe*ably to the provisiot s of the statute in such case made

All of It*, above articles will l*e sold at the very lowest
1IKKKA.3 BENJ AMIN 9. O.-MBMU, of E!|*w .rtli, iu prices. More at the West F.nd of the bridge in connection
the County of Hancock and State of Mai>i<*, llouse- w ith the .‘‘team mill, where ill kinds of Cabinet w-.rk and
wri-lit, on the 2Hth day of 3lareh, A. !»., 1*57. by Ins Turning will be doue to order.
d-• d of in* rtgage of that date, duly acknowledge 1 and
r*forde*l in the "llano ck Registry, B*«>k 103, page 5dI,
conveyed (<>lh« subscriber the South half of a certain lot
or pare I of land situate in said
Kllsworth, Iwgimnrig at of all size? always on hand.
th- North West corner of John True’s house lot. th* w
For Sale.
N. B
N rth-rly outlie line of th- main raid four and thr--DARWIN V MOOR X Co.
fourth* r»«ls, th-nce Easterly at right angles with said
20tf
road nine rsls, thence Southerly four and thrr-fourtbs
Ellsworth, April, 1S58.
pals, thence Westerly nine r*«l* to the plac? of beginning,
and Iwing th- same premises formerly occupied by the
said B njamin 9. Osgood, together with all f the privile*
ges and uppurieuano'9 thereunto I clou .ing. The o>n«lt
ions of the sanl mortgage having been broken,
thereby
claim to foreclose the same as provided by Statute.
LAFAYETTE 1»A VIS.
3w
2*
Ellsworth, August 5th, 1353

FEVERS, «*Ol'

dLTfREX
FLLX-DYSENTRujfKS,
will
with floltn.-r in

ERA,

VOWJT1NO

■

a

X otico ol' I’’orocolsure.

\\

TKMI'f.B,

BIO Itoutli Street.

1

plies

IVtnpl*.
Pnu.snsi.rHTA, June 0 1850.

James

physicians

1

STOVES!

Court of County Commissioners beEllsworth within and for the County of
fourth Tuesday or April A. I». ]Sit
a

gan and held at
Hancock on tho
—
Onlered, That there be assess*-.! on township No. 8 South
division in tl e County of Hancock, for rt^r.tirfng the
therein leading from the East line of Ell-worth
through
said No. 8, to the South line of Waltham, etui mated t »cv
tain Eight Thousand Nine lluudred and Sixty acres exelusive of lands reserved for public uses—the •uni of
Sixty
Seven dollars and Twenty cents being Suren mills and five
tenths per acre’, and Joseph T. Oraut of sai
l.ll*worth Is
appointed Agent to expend said assessment aer.-roint Iv.
PARKER IV. PERRY. U,'k.
•ittest,
A true copy Attest, PARKER IV. PERRY, < ierk.
A true copy of certificate of ass. ssnn nt Ai;< st,
N. K. SAWYEK, County Treasur

;

&f.,

Ths snufl* supd ‘ficienov in medicine hitherto unat-

fr<an Ilev.

letter

Prof. Pa OhJtji
I have Ik#h ntiliciixl for thirteen years
with Neuralgia ami other painful
Complaints and I have
be n unable l* sleep
soundly orumllr any distance ft*r many
Jflfst Week I gtrt a bottle of ynfir “Electric
year* pint.
Oil.” The first nij$ft I slept soundfy ahd well, and to-day
I uni like a new man.
.%fy wife c\**fld not believe her eye*.
Vwtir Electric Oil has done in one week what the
of I’hif.tdefi.bia foiled t/> do fn thirteen
year*.

MEXICAN MUSTANG LINIMENT,

STATE OF MAINE.

uine unless the Fac Simile of Curtis «t Perkins is
The Philadelphia Kvening Journal men- ou the outside wrapper.
tions a report that Mr. John \. Washington
Price only 23 cents a bottle.
IMP Kit HANGINGS
d signs to remove the remains of the “Father
i«. Peek, Kllsworth, Wholesale Agent; S. K.
j
of his Country” from Mount Vernon, pre- Parkins, /iaugor, do. Sold by all dealersin Med
subscribers luve just receive* 1 anew and large asrpllEsorttnei.t
vious t the transfer of the pr *p*rty t * the ceino.
ly-2l
of the following articles:
STATE OF MAINE.
ladies of the Mount Vernon As-nciation.—
SOFAS. LOUXGES, EXTEXSIOX,
Alter the cane si»«*eul ition, and the exhorhiTEACHERS’
CEXI'ER AXDCAR1> TABLES,
tant demands Mr. Washington has made
STUFFED CIIMRS,
l». in il*? uuuty |
u|*»n a patriotic a-*s w-iatim it might seem CONVE N TIC) X ,
FAX( V' CIIA AIDER SETTS I persona interested in township No 8,
of ilaucock that I shall procod to s. II l-y public
h)
d
mbt
this
but
to ;
assertion,
AT
pr'Numptuous
CAXE SEAT, W OOD • he highest bidder
at the County Trea^ir- i'* t»ffjee in
we cmnot believe it with mt some positive
SEA T A XI)
Ellsworth lu said County on Saturday the thirtieth .hit
f
ELLSWORTH.
October next at ten o'clock A. M., (unless |wrvmti»’.y'-setevidence.
UOCKIXG CHAIRS, <fC., <J C.
t
TK\MIKUS’ t’«INVENTION will be held at ELL9tled) so much of said township as will satisfy th- t>x asW ORTH, and coutluue one week, commencing ou
Also, a large assortment of Wool, Hemp, Cotton and Oi sessed by the Court of County C-.mmissioo. s on tUe lili
Marks ok Respect.—The flag* ot the iriiip
Cloth
Tuesday of April A. 1). 18o7, as certified t*. im in sai
Monday, August 30th, 1838.
court to wit:
ping in Portland, on M »n I iv, wav *1 at half
t»n township No. 8, S. P. the sum of
been
Tiefollow
have
as
associate
ing gentlemen
engaged
Sixty-Siev.-n «l.*|mast in token of regret at the death of Capt.
lars and Twenty cents, and incid' iit I xp -iise- b\ Lwv reInstructors:
Also, a large asortment of
>n
The
general express!
Woodbury Dyer.
N.
K.
MM Y! K,
quired.
C II \RLKS NOUTIIKND, A. M., of Connecticut,
PAPF.lt II WOIMiS ft OFRTA1NS
«lw27
County Tr aSirr.
yesterd iv in the streets, among those who
.'I »hi.S T. IJHUWN, Ks«p, cf New Hampshire.
of the latest style and Fashion* from New York. Jlso,
kn ’whim, was, that a valuable man had
To the /lonorable Parker Tuck, Judg. of Probate, within
I<et the teachers of llanc<ick Con ty In- ready to attend
and for tho County of //anCock.
Window Shades, Tassels, Curtain Fixtures, flair Cloth
the C invention «t Ellsworth in no less numbers than they
passed away. The masonic fraternity turned did
J- iKIttrrr, A<initni»trnttr upon ilte estate
and Damask for Cnrtrinj IjOunijrs, ffr.
the Convention at l(uc,si>ort in 1*57.
Doors,
pIlAKLES
out in large mi in tiers y»*sterday aft-nnsm,
''or
Nathaniel IVrkios late of N.-wburyport iu the
Hoard will In- placed at the low price of $!,50 f>r the
Sash,(Hass,Fatty, Lookioy (Shuts Flairs,WoodCommonwealth of Massachusetts, lying a
t..uod in said
and pr*KMHH-|«H| to Ferry Village to attend tell session. Teachers will furnish themselves with a copy of
/r«r*. CMSJJrt n's
jilts tenU ItfVJttns,
Jutf Floor Mots, ISril Cords, Clothe«
County, respectfully represents, tfi-.i. to. p. r.vmal pr p r
funeral of the d*veased. The gathering of the New Testament, a lead pencil, a blank note-book, and
t.V "f -aid drceas.-d iu this State is insulin i.-nt
l.im s, t /uthis Fins, Frnth- rs of
pay I is
generally us* d in the school*. Th- 3uilu'tb Uf\.l ..f *!»»«• the rending IxMik
t hi» i*if i»■•»»« Ilf 4 '.»!».* F.li
mst debts and the charges <>f udumdsiru.iou by the sum
arit,us (dualities, t*r., t,e.
perlntemling .vinsHi oimmnwoi Kllsworth will he in reador two hundred and fifty dollars: that th
We also manufacture and keep constantly rf hand n
only estate of
eitv, was quit'* larg\ and the services im- iness, at the place of meeting, to point out boarding plasaid
deceased
in
this
*
State
is
a
d
ces for Uac Ik rs.
31A UK II. BINNKLL,
lh.ig-!i, ns ‘and lot in
large assortment of
posing and impressive.—S/a/* oj Maine.
Castine, bounded Northwesterly by hmd .•» J*hu lirid.-s,
Superintendent of Common School*.
Newel Southeasterly by Water Street, V rthetis'.-t ly by I l--a.-wiit
3w23
Fence
Norway, July 20, 1*53.
and
Street,
Southwesterly by the Cornwallis |..t,‘ and that
Posts and Stair Bannisters.
A “desideratum*’ obtainable in Dumo's

celebrated Catarrh Snufl*.

TRIRTBRN YF.AM AMD CUBED «f
o.vu week

Uewl

few of the articles
ary, Fruit* Ac., Ac., which
that comprise hi* Stock. Among th* many popular

—

ever

first

are a

—

f<>r children will

a

Window Glass from ?xM to K)x‘i*, Trusses SupportSpice* of all kind*, Citron, Currants, Raisin*,
Tamarinds, Irish Mo**, l’ioklc*, Nuts, Confection-

—

Soothing

kept in

er*,

Mr. Wilkins of Lynchburg^ if Charles De Grath's
Electric Oil did not cure him of rheumatism and strain received from u fall.
Ask Rev. Mr. Caldwell, if it did not relievo him rf a severe cough and pain in the breast one
OF SIX HUNDRED TONS, now on the Stocks, in Messrs, Coopf.k’s Ship Yard, will be construct-1
night.
Ask Mr Welch, ef Buchanan, if it did not cure him of cd expressly for a Racket, to run between Bangor and San Francisco, and will leave Bangor for that
It is confidently expected the Uoldkx Rocket will make
swelled glands in the throat In fifteen minutes wheu the place about the middle of October next.
one of the quickest passages ever made from this State
as she will be commanded by one of the
doctor said he Would die in a short time.
most experienced Ship Masters, who has already made three voyages to that place.
The Holden'
Ask Mrs. Argyle if it did not euro her of headache in
Rocket will take out a small quantity of heavy freig t in her lower hold, which will put her
flfte* n minutes.
in perfect ballast or sai'ing trim (a part of the freight being already engaged.) Sira will have
Ask -Mrs Blackford of Lynchburg, if it diJ not cure her
spacious “between decks,” and house,s on deck, fitted up expressly fur women and children, w ith
of head tche in fifteen minutes.
a large complement of female servants expressly to look aft*r their wants
which arrangement
This Oil i3 mild, pleasant and harmless, its properties will give those wishing to forward their wives and children to California an opportunity never
IV men who are obliged to labor for a subsistence, and who wu-di to see k a home on
are all for good, children should have it
given to tlivni when before offered.
of California, where their services are better appreciated and better paid for than
teething and for croup. Beware of base imitators profes- the Bolden shores
in any other place on the globe, will find this a better opportunity than ever before oilercd in the
ing to make Electric Oil. They know nothing of its manUnited States—more especially in the accommodations they will have for the price they pay..
ufacture, their only aim Wing to get money ! Look out!
There will bo several commodious Babins in the ship, and families or ladies desiring extra acconi- j
Ik**are ! The only genuine is made at the old establishinflations, will be furnished with State Rooms, Ac., equal to those in first class steamers, tjuite a
ment, :» South Eighth street, Philadelphia; not removed,
large number of passages have already been engaged for men, women and children. The ship
as advertised by a base scamp.
Name on the wrapper and leaving here in the fall, will bring her off Capo Horn in midsummer, which will inako the trip a
blown iu bottle.
Prof. C. Pa Gratii,
pleasant one and arriving in San Fran isco about the first of February, the time whch mining
Sole inventor and maker in the world.
operations commence, will meet the wishes of a largo number of those bound to the shorts of
California. Those wishing to write to their friends in California, and gat returns, will have ample
It can be had cf the agents here. See advertisement in
timo between this date and the time the ship sails. The Bolden Rocket will touch at Rio and
another column.
2w23
Valparaiso on her passage out. Those wishing time on a part of their Rassago or Freight Money,
For Freight or Rassage i
can have it by giving satisfactory security.
PawHago,
Mother*!
Mother*! Mother*!
apply to
Mrs. Winslow’s

three

Cure Intl.unalbwt In <*m day:

Washing

Oil,

Sell.

Children.

one to

days,

PERFUMERY,

l>ru£f Store!

Prof. Dr Orath—My brother has been deaf three years
After trying many things he used your Oil a few
times,
it cured him eutirely.

An Old Nurse for

FTtHffll LOT

&

Nevrr.tlgla, Gnaip, WoUiacha, Harm, fn left mtnnu*«t
Cirre H»nv vrhage, 5crohih< Abse<«*, hi fen days?
Cure Bruio-s, Wonnd*. Tetter, In one to three
days;
Cure Karaclw, SUIT Neck, Ague, I9 «*nt- day;
Guru Pel. ns, llrnbcti Breast, halt
HE has ituyr on ham! the largest, and
KUeum, in thrw to kin
days;
best selected Stock of MEDICINES
<'*trie Quinsy, Palpttathm, Pleurisy in reietb fen days;
ever clfered in this village, and unCarol Asthma, Fate/, tfowt,
Erysipelas, in fiva to tw«aH
warranted to be fVcrth and new. Il v'
ty day*;
Cures Frosted Fertf, Chilblain*, BtlfT Jelnta, Chronio
keeps a general assortment of MediSure
UhoumatLsio,
Throat, tawrlet Fever, and the lame mads
cines used by physician*, together with
to walk, by a fl-w bottle*.
'lhis Oil (He Orach*) i* mild and pleasant, and la a grant
PATENT AND UlOMPSONIAl MEMCIKHT..
Family Med tone for chfklrcti teething.
Lodic* sk-tild all use It.
Jt always leaves jrna batgf
tliau it finds yutf, and one hot lu < Ami cores entirety.

19th, 1SJW.

bought $50 worth

a

and all ether article* usaullv

2.—In the Teething. It has no c*]ual on earth. No mother
of the Court w lio has e\fcr ti ied Mrs. W iuslotv s Soothing Syrup

uuu me

mis

If»tt recently ruocircd

DRUGS, iMEDICIMES

and

Ask Mr. Scranton who afterwords

WARRANTED TO
and Ague in
bill* in five niiaiiNN;
Core Croup in or** niftlrt;
Com hwifnc * In two to four days-,
Cure Burns tad geald* fn ten mliiuttof
Core Sprafiis, Boamd* and Bniires hi from
Tuns

C. 0. P E OK,

Currs Hemorrhage. Scrofula, Abscess, six to t>*n
days.
( ures Frosted F<*et and Chilblains, one to thn
lays.
Cures Ague and Fever, one to two days, and ail nervous
and scrofulous off ctions.
Cures lienfness in one lo four days.
Cures all palus In the bark, breast, &c., In two days.

R.

'*

This gre#»t diimvery is n*w creating a great swwubm
among the Medical Parufties tf Kurvp* and this •ouctsy,
It »ill cure the Mtasring (not everjghiag)

Curs

days.

CLIFFORD

QRIGIMI ELECTRIC OIL.

AFFLIC

Cures Rheumatism often in a day.
Cures Neuralgia, Toothache, two minutes.
Cures Cramp In Stomach, five minutes.
Cures Burns, Wounds, Bruises, one to three days.
Cures Headache, fifteen minutes.
Cures Ear ache, Stiff Neck, Ague, one night.
Cures Piles, Swelled Glands, ton days.
Cures Fclous, Broken Breasts, Suit lUicum, two to six

DEAFNESS CFRKD.
Nkw Havrx, May

Prof. Chas. Be Orath's

MEWS

TO TI1R

TIIE NEW PRACTICE.—Electric cures—Pain hi Hie
promonitor of death; relieve the pain and you chock the
disease.
Prof. De death's Electric Oil is the marvel of this ago
for the following (not every tiling):

cure

Kentucky Kleitions,
pitv proper the Aineriean

GOOD

NOTICES^

Ask

Father Euanciiwtino

A

planter from Mississippi,
iey, yesterday appeared in

SPECIAL

Merchants,

|

JUST FROMTOSTON !
j

j

Ann F.

not be alimv* d.

•jh-3

A true

copy—Attest.

PARKER TI CK, JBakti.k'TT. R*

A. A.

-a*.
r.

Guardians’ Sale of S eol Es-ateVOTin.

i* b'-reliy given, that by \ik-fu»nf:i license fr>m
I-*
tlk.-i -.urt of Proliate ot 21’iit-■-.*•!; l‘i rity, th-r will
I* « Id by Public \uction
private sale, at tue house of
th*- Ian Joseph Turner in RuckA|mrt, on Saturday tintwenty-' lilli day of Aujru-t m vt. it t vo of'he |o, k in
tl»e all* moon, one undiv ided hall ot about twenty-tive
iUT'-s of land in *nid liuekspnrt, owned in c"i>niion by th
minor heirs of the said Joseph Turner, and Wifli.uo V\
Wilson, being all lie- intcn-T of said heirs in said lot.
S\U \II E, I I K \ EE, Guardian of said Mumr*.

lincknport, July

19,1856!

3w2»i

'I’HK subscriber hereby gives public notice to *11 cone «•»»*
ed, that he lias h*cfi duly ap|sriut*d and has i1 n
himself the trust "f an Administrator of the intat of
SiimuiI Wurdwell, late of IVuotwcot, in the Counts of
Hancock, V'-oman, deceased, by giving bond as th" bw
directs; he therefore request- ail persons who arc ind'iaed
to the deceasud’* estate, to luuk" immediate paytn* lit-, and
those w ho have any demands thereon, to exhibit tin- one
for neitleincut.
JKKJSMJAII \\.%IU»W H E.
#
3w2T
Pucksi*uit, July 8,1856
upon

Greely

respectfully announces te ncr old customers und
the public generally that tho “Hard lime's" have
not

''"'Ptx'tflin-V «»ifanp« her fri<*nds and
A!1*!t»i K*public,
V, SFIAW
that she ha* just ret,tfruad from

with Mk*

driven her from the

OLD

STAND,

where she may h#

MAIN

found with

a

of all

iSTD ISSfflE

stuck of

I aml

PASHION,
w'fth

1-K?e addition

all

kiule, Cambrics,

Handkerchief*, Laec*, etc.,

etc.

to

their

rekctvif stuck

of

AND

V*

S*

"r Ura“

C ^

“I*, « all

Lawns,

PARASOLS!

well

MtUNEny

and materials.

FANCY GOODS! \
|
of

*

GOODS!

stjAes, colors, prrfto*

Embroidories

Uustun.*

latest

STREET,
fresh

SPlilNC AND SUMMER

DRESS

_X.

mobrniko
Mourning dweb

^ Ni,

^ s
prlbin, S.itair Capa, lli,rt

BONirxrrs.

of all

descriptions, Collars, Staves, Hi-it
iid*jr»ii*, Collars, Sleeves, Sett*, and
A larger assortment .ban eves bei. re ollcrcd
{ Hands, Cambric, Thread, Liunen ami Uitlon Kdgiirgw, J|o\
tsitte
siery.
QKtVes,
this market.
|«w, Vtdvet LiblfW DrtA Trimniiug* eud Buim.*, &c., fct
^
DRESS
Notice of Foreclosure.
! Bonmis Collared and Bleached at the dhartew*
possible notitt:
\A7IIKREAH Levi Joy of Ellsworth, iq tlie County of aud Hattons of all kinds and prices, Lufst but
Orders from neighboring bo win attended Co, as tftual
Hancock, l»y hi* deed of Mortgage duly executed, not least the
dated Jan. 4, 1842, ami recorded in Hancock Registry "f
with promptness and despatch,
Deeds, vol 72, pige 56, conveyed to me a lot of land with
MILLINERY DEPARTMENT j Me shall Is* making constant iff hi Book to our sbusk durall its privilege* and appurtenances, situated in said Ellsmg the scasmi, and liojw tu give general satiffntttlou.
1
worth and iKmnded a* follows, to wit: iiegining on tlie is well filled *ith a fashionable stock 0
tiny 4th, Ia&8.
45
S*uth side of Card'sBrMOk near the County roavl and at a
Uunnrts and
point North two and a half degrees East sixty three rials
SSll'KF !
[.IKNu’S-CATAHIUI
from Richard ami Josiah Tinker's North East corner,
BlHAiJ’S CATAHIUI UNlff
[ just purchased in Boston together with a full as- j
thence North eighty-seven and a half degrees West, sixtyW- HNUH CATAHIUI 9SITI •
sortment of all goods belonging to this department. I
six rods to Col. Block’s line, thence North two and a half
Cuanaito
Km,
AM millinery Work done to order with NEATdegrees East, to a Rock in the Brook, thence on said
l
I'tuium luw,
Brook to Col. Black’s line, thence by Black's line to NESS and DESPATCH.
Oiisnum IvurwMn.
the place of lieginiug. The condition of said mortgage
S3T Partioular attention paid In BONNET for rho I null ation oof Our* of liku* uf ika UUA
having been broken, 1 hereby claim to foreclose the same BLEACHING.
sou Twout liHONimnu. Ac.
and give this notice accordingly.
The attention of purchasers is solicited, good I T»H /fourty ooriIuul* K. b* nt BULr, by Ball, id Dil
EDWARD BEAL.
will be cheerfully shown at all times at the OLD ,-fauiaollke wurti, Dy Ike fr..prk«f.r art but MauafM
3*26
Ellsworth, July 18, 1358.
t. ilKNO, AlUuiy.N. ».
ST AND on Main Street opposite the Hancocks ««r,
13- F-» able di JtfaMfbaurar’a frtnb, by c 0 Italt*,
Bank.
Illavurtb. Prieo A Dab per huDI or, I) Mbk n»iu,
»
by mull, pay rtdry iu iba V b.
ANN F. GREELY.
Ellsworth. April 23, 1&»8.
13
A LARGE lot of Black Silks of every grade received this
ix
week -, ranging from 70cts., up to $1,75 per yard}
HcttteftvcNlbf
lot «i fflodiciues and ^a*fty •rtiefca.
w#
Also, a good line of
Also
To Rent or For Sole.
l*»nb Applto, Uranges. with nvmy after ffttalwa
Fancy SllluB,
number 14 in (&Mtgt8ga'6'>tttil
pEW
afla^ed co the wfon& of the •■'«ulmRnkSjt tmu the
1
which will be sold under price at
the
dubscTibor.
Inquire of
o av.oi of tha yo*ar.
A P *Bf n’PON’
JOllN 8«»!Ml?lsnY
n2!tf
r a. mu.
Ellsworth, June 17. TSJSt.
*i3tf
Ellsworth, July 1, 1*69.
I and

\

ds.

Kinbr

TRIMMINGS.

Ribbons,

i

__

_

_

BLACK SILKS

^jglb

JJITW

"m

'*1

km k

BT SINK'S CARDS

ilgrirnltural.

HENRY

ing recorded,
days since by

to

ri store

K

l'-tantl.v

••

f

th

ravages of the

cepiiou
thrif'y
he

of

throe,

an

1 most

ever

fr.un
I II* nmlvr-iinwr*!
*
iiv-- lor the practice of Ctw.
are

Ttl-V*. UoUISMiN.
Mlsw -itli, March

with the

th

wee

causa

known to his bos',

experiment made

in

cons

generally sound.

b

of tl

e

&

Have

(«..
A

Dealers in Cloths, Clothing, kc.
.V.i/ Door In loir Whitiny's S/or*.
8ihkkt, Ei.i.swokth.

Main

c[Ui-iue of ol

Resilience—/elution
ain Street's.

dom,

.Vuiith’s,

1

treat

si

preers.-ly

in

the

ALilU.X

same nun

23

afforded by the
worm, while it

is offensive to tl

il

n

W

t.
Vll.irncv

is harm cos. or
p rhaj ,s
bcnefici.il to the tree.”
A chemical writer upon this
subji

says:—"The ox}d,iti**n or rusiing of tl
iron by the sap, evolve an uitim.uii

" 'll
ceil

I

u

LI'.

and

nij-ily

j>r

At lorn ry

the

and

(’ll vrco.vi.

ton

Onions,

tin

maggot'which

is so destructive to t ie
to have, wholly put a
stop to* i t8
culture in many sections of the eountrv, v
have heard eomplaints of the rot, vvhii

onion

I'yOffice

as

follows:
“Examined my oni

with two

exceptions

lT.

A
(Member

I-

the

of

l^i\i

sit

Chute’.* Store.

liABTliK,

llYMMdl

l.l«.

h -ds; found th. t
the entire crop vv.is dii

SHIP

Tle*roth..s latterly assum if a ne
and moye virulent type, tie* very t
*ps ai t,

wue-d.

WHEEL

"0

and

i\uh«
i

ill.

MANUFACTURER.

‘200 ."ILK

to

ELLSWORTH. ML.

Stmie of 14 and Is carat
I’m* gold.

aiJl

Eight Day, oO Hour and Je»rcle<l .Marine Clocks
\v.\ TLlIKS, < LOCKS & JKWKLKY
rjpaired on reaionalde terjns, and warranted.

valuable for these purpcseR, hat not tl e
less valuable for the
production of fa
Those persons who have used
peas A ^
worth

D. ¥. Dl NX.

Ellsworth, Dec..', 1S:»«.
45tf
Imported Watch Cry*1.al.s of the fine* qua]

If good agriculture is of
primary in Iportancc to the mater al prosperity of a
nation, it is none the less necessmv 1 n

develope high
calculated
greatness and

are

moral
to

principles,

perpetuate

secure

the great mass of the

such

r s

political rights
people.

1

PAUELFORD & CO’S,

BUR1jn*t3BA3 'Z'iT!
*Ro*t.m

su1..eril..r lias
tuninl fr.m
with)
f "*‘Sli stock or \. w li.K«N Which he ilitell
Is f. offer
v'u <
at pri. e* that w.li make it an
..'.ject fo
Ion, to call; among which
may I* f«.uml tiU.m rv, rv ar
>vle usually f mud in a Dry Good*

Among their stock may be found

Hats tfcCaps,

£

0

....

A.

wotth, June 15, ISAS.

even

a

larger

extra care.

amount of

[X.

:1

feed, within t
E. F

irmer.

ROBINSON.
gltf

an,i 01 “*

of

j

tlicir (mailer end. while female eg a ^ I
are equally amuoth at both extremities.

Ih* found
owest cash

or

on

k'ond*.

FROCKS
variuus

DKALKlt*

!

.101,1.:,

cup of vinegar, half cup of butter, om
cup of raisins chopped tine, »piec to .-ai

KIDS, GOATS,
A Nl>

LEATilF.lt
No.

FINDINGS.

19, West Market Square,

O. I*’. NIit.

BANGOR.
Hangs,

—

X*c.

WH.w., th,

July 2*L MW

3wg7

n

Also on hand

styles.

Together

with

Saddler’s and
Silk,

fiT We

Drew
aUo

are

%

Dutton4 and Xeudlorf, uurrh.itrf
prepared to make up

rrnrr.ivtii to
w

TIIF.

,•

M itli

to !*•

°,ur,l^3i0ck
stock
AT COST.
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of

Silks.

'THc! Xjeast Gall
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s.

Bfparfiiitsil
«„.l
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«
scientific
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(

..
utters

lit
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WE MEAN THIS.
the
firm
ALr'

lit

h »««*

*ub*criUr, within thirty day*
....

hl»-

or

late
to

the

,«ave

Cu*t

name

will

j w. WOOD

T..r'h, Jin,.- 25. ]S5*

the tour

account to

paying the
from Uii- date

"

'I*'- s«lh*cri!w*m “od owner* of the follow Ing
btiie two l*l.itMbMUiwi,
Crow laUrwl, al*.
ah fA‘‘nii
r-Jaud*ai.H^1'l«t«n»tt*»er*.
known
the Green I-lands
any other ronrrrn in town
Scrag*,
a,,J >>'IU2 t
iwterly from Swan’s
J*avIslam!. ,«w4tR V Ui
t.ll
an
r,
SMALL PROFIT. Our OLD
takcuit»„K
i*h.,uis .•«.>•
r1
umi-r,
? ..,;u^
'*■ 1
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SAMUEL HOUCHTON A

Manufacturer* and I dealers in
Mrwmm, .IffliHI/n, Jmta b t oitma
Rope; MarUn. House iir.*. Sprn y, Scire. Sail. HardSuaen
ware. Haling. Wool aad L'ottow Twiae*
Pscbiny. Wrapping Paper. AcXo. «•» Rnmit Mrerf, ,H... Rmfnn.
_

I\I»IA\ tit:m< VI. issmTTE.
No. ad Bmmfielil blrcct, llmtnn, Maoa.
ReT. NORRIS DAY..
Ptaarnasr.
t:ia Paaernaet.
He* P. MASON. 'Tty Missionary.
WILLIAM TtLER. »>»-.
Tiniiin.
JOHN UTILES, »>q.SttaatalT.

Office.

—

IIOA RII OF MANAGERS:
Rit. Putr Moor,
Fa-J.
AaBo* S- II ir a »ci' Faq.
Esq.
R. OREITF. M. P..Prltn-ipnI.
I. Ill TC III NS. M. I).Aaauriatr'PHIS Institution waa established fl*r the rur re**'-;'
of t ANCERS, SCHOf I. A. !!urm.ra of the
Illoo.t aad ail
CHRONIC DISEASE®, upon the natural or Indian Systems!

Ww. R. Wii Bt a.
JoMW 1*. Pbib«t.

practice. It hat been ia tuercaaful rj-erettoo hr a«*sra) years,
and the fruit* of it* practice are t oad in case* eared In aluecal
b>un and * if aye ia the New England sp,***. aad many
fW«n ether part* of the country.
DR GREENE, the Principal of thia Institution baa. thr the
last fifteen yean, had constantly under treatment several hundred
cases "f Cancer*, moat of which had be*n syyravated and attended, cither from being cut out without rlewnaing the blood,
or eitrartny the roots, or hr the
application of cauetice or
other Impr- per treatment, until the patirrts were nearly •*haoeted before they applied to Mm for relief.
PERSONS II A' INI. CANCf Kb SMOtl.D AVAIL THEM*
•ELVES or DR. CRFFNE S PIKSoNAl. ATT ENTION.
Most disease*. such aa Scrofula. Humor* of the RK-wl, Diseases
of the Throat and Lunya, Dyspepsia, Liver
Complaint, Dropsy,
Rheumatism. Ilrart Complaint. Itmtl. Complaints, and the
great variety of front in s’ irh the human twuty is affi.cted. are
aucceaafuUy treated with tred.cinrs which can be rent to any jwrt
of the world, with full direrti* ns a* a terv correct opinion of
aurh caere can be formed up. n remitting correct answers to the
Indian Arcana,' —a copy
questions whuh mar be found in :h«
of which ran be sent free when requested.
The Institution has just i**u«d arnthfr edition of DK.
GREENE’S Work on » IXDIANOPATIIY." or Science of
Indian Medicine, which may !<< had at the principal Periodical
Depots, for 12 cents, or by mail.cn the rvex<j t of b ur postage

every
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Till' I nilrnigncil have Dock rnungisl for thr last
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To IbMtkdc Xrw*|Miper PuhliNhors,
JOB BILXIVTJOUa, AC.,
Throughout the Unite 1 State* and the Untuh Provwcaai

DILLINGHAM Ac HRAGG'S

anil Elec (retype Foundry,
Stereotype
il COHO HESS STREET, Blip TON,

la completely Mocked
pttch of oil order* tor

tad

tolly

eruipped tor the

prompt

dr*-

Htpmjtypina or FJpctrotvpinc
Hooka. CamplileU. Xaw»|Mprr llendv. XXimmI Cngra\iBR>.

In the heat

style

t ut*. totantua. Die**, Xlnlullious,
and (ieneral Jot* Work.
of lit* Art. and at the 1.0 Vt fc.ST CITY PRICES.

NJL SCLF I.WtnG HAM) PRC&SCO
G. Hodges, uVcent.
Carter'* Buirduig. corner of WATER k DEVON8111 RE ST. and SPRING LAME. BOSTON.
Tht* l*rew» u a Self Inking Machine-the ruiler
being h"U»w contain* a supply of Ink *ulB«.ient
;_for a t.r -A MON 1 ilv
UK.

H.

UKK HFIt ...to to. C. HI WELL
mmd Mimgrmrrrt mm I %*modt
IN
WntUiuifiou toirvrt.

Bmrig m mrt
PP

STAIRS.__BOMTOM.
Blrtk**, llnmurti Ac Co,
f ANCUIL HALL AGRICULTURAL WAREHOUSE
Prouty »V Menr’g Plows.
kind* of Plow
-'» L

a-HTfrii!7
AH

Caetint'*.

22.

'.*■

i'KRIVALLED

MEKUjlAN

1 S' ROW.

FERTILIZER!!.

Duai." exeeliol! by Coe a Company, manufacturer* if Pure Crushed Bone and
Super
Phosphate ui Line. Try them. Caah paid tor
Iftoiic. other. IS* Broad Strict, Boston.

7
JO?l^.S.V«*fJ,N„,c8.
altars

Trunks,

\
I uriiet Bags.
.m
Now 82. i*f ai d wi NION STREET.
klnilaof Trunk tou*«-k at >lanu<artMrm’prim,
oia J. x>. nusMKiiii ct> co.,

All

Idfj

Muiiio linen of

WPLAiH< mwR f jw

fumt

70 ft re mud AL, f flril.Nfgr Larger af*f
ST.. SOUTH BOSTON. Orders punctually ailed. Private
Moulds will receive un mediate atteuttun Ruby and other colored
ware

to

order.__

X. E. Patent Riirlit Eii'liange
r«i

Over Gerrish

Depot,

Market, Boston.

the Purchaae and Sale of American and Foreign patent* for
and valuable invention*-where Inieiitor* and IV
.liter* can place Invention* on Exhibition w Ithout
charge, or
1>1 MO IN A CO.
patent* promptly at tow rate*.
H. B. Dickinson.
lRiryiu. Jr,_X. Evan*.

f>r*ctieal
Eocurw

Jr,_•_

t~~-—J.

l^gj;

llUftll

FOOTS**

STEAM MARBLE AND BROWN STONE WORKS,

No. 1 fianliner tot.. Trvmont Ruud,
*"Near Kailnwd Bridge. BOSTON.
rY
Statuary, Sculpture, Marti Mantel*, Monument*. Head and
Tomb Stone*, Bureau and Table Top#, Ac- constantly on hand.
Lontrweta made for Freestone Erunta.
All order* promptly
it tended

to.

tilton fc McFarland** rate*.

t-i*
aKw

A la*we aaaortment of thewe celebrated Flrw. Powder.
and Hu relax Proof SAFES, all *i*c*. alway* ou hand..
at the Ware room*. 14 Howard Arret. IkwUm
l*un
rtutors* will do wall to call *ud examine thewe
tofaa._

8AMTEL FARM!AM.
27, lujfl.

Mtf-L-Mi

Thi* *»»y certify that I examined the cancer
in
A. I) Osgoods breast, be fere Mr.
Might applied
bis plaster, and found it to be
grow ing vkuv fast
and nearly beyond the reach ol medical ui-i I m
«
have the same cancer in
uiy possession
pen texamination; the wound in Mr. Osgoods breast i»
healed, and 1 Consider it a 1'Kttm.T cure. I recommend nil who are afflicted with this
monstrous
U.«-a,e ... apply ... .Mr. .. i-Lt and ha.
a
it t-nOicated before it is too late.
-N Vliax EMEKS.JX M. 1>.
,,
March 2D, ls.is.
Orlnnd,
lutf

TO3ss

Cash Paper WareCheapholemle
and ReteD. WILDER A CO*

bouse.
Nl^—a
r*hia”
-r -*>
of

snmer

No*, ns, in, *. St «,,d
Street. B( *ST< >N.

Congrca*

Si, WATER STREET,
_______

NORTH** PATENT TRIWk A AJBDOMINAl.SUPPf »Kl F.R.- A NEW AND SCIENTIFIC
IN VENTION—the )«»t in «we tor the permanent
cure and relief of Hernia and R-I*«*r«-. T*»« *UP*
of the lb-wet.
|>.rt.r Htt Prolupau* 1’tert or Fattteg

^

IViWMtrtjr.MIDDl.irntWN,

K. BI RR M l).. Maooarturerand
CONN. COD MAS A 81IU RTLEFK. WhoIrmleAgenU. ti<>teon.
II It Hay atuPoclAgenla-Malne: TIM* A Cumrotng*.
New 'lainnwhire: Rodins k Co,
and; N. to Harlow. Bangor.
I‘on cord; Illake A CaktweUTMancheMer; White A Hill. Nashua;
Vermont: ) redk. E Smith.
IAm. R. Pieeton. Por**moufh.
HootMlier. Rhode Island: A. J. Smith. I), llolme*, J. Raich A
Massac h uaetta B uj. Bh**. U. Segur,

I—.rrwwUe—
*

I r Just puldUh^l, by Fkd, h:on ft
Co.. Bookselfer* am!
Wan
r-, N '». U Cuurt gtra-t, B»*taa, a Brier Treatise uf
♦S pa;.'es, »u Pi
f tile jjexual System of both sexes
tn-ir *</rnpt>iHu »r.<l
treatment—prepared by a pbysi
cum of the •‘IP* ton
Hectic //— piial.” This wirk also':
Contains a scorching
of the
ai«d ini

exposure
deception
(•nature pniciieol t»y adi el tisiu? piacks. w itii swiut nf th eir
nai:e*s and location*.
SUI by |kii -dual dealers ye nr rally
'•••nt by mail. on the
sUttnp*
recb'pt --f three
Addresp Box ISp-j, Boston 1W- >tti
lyfi

!

:mployvient for io.ooo persons
arc dwdrnui* "f
iyE Gwiitkinau,)
in

procuring no Agvnt (eitbor Duly o
every Town uml County in Dm l uited
H ti’ ,it.-w.-l ilusim-Sii, )>y which fr«wn
100 to $‘200 I*r Miriuh cmi 1mriulixcd, k>r. further |mr
Iculars Adil.cs* with stamp,
p. V DK1YEY * CO.,
Cn H
Box 151, Philadelphia, 1*4.
'*
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to
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tor HM«t

tiif.
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HIOHKST
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Wool Ski..*, bv
DANIEL KPl'KS

Storabsscm-n-if n»*w-jrtb H->usc.

K..

been deemed Impossible.
In the Peruvian Syrup this desirable point is aBained by roilttvATro* IS * w»r *ir "Rl I’Hiios * and this solution
mu replace all the or do-car tarn* tea. nitrates ami tartrate* of the
A A. HAYES. M DMaWmMnln.
A sen*. *r to the State at Mata., B«»»trm. t*. S. A.
Sold »»> R. I.. C LARK k C O.. I’ruprlelon.
.** HnlrrM. Bsmton.

vrxa

with a cancer upon my
lip for the last three years,
I have had it drawn from me
by the application
!' a cancer plaster
applied by Mr. Kdward M ight
of this town.my lip is now
entirely healed,no pain
whatever, and I recommend any sufferer under
this disease to apply to Mr.
Wight.

Bucksport,

cure-all. hut tie range ie eatea-

A

him

This may certify, that I have been troubled

t Book fur thr Billion f

iWUce.

rERTirif

Kll.-u.-iih

)

;

AI-I*

|

March

ofawcH

The undersigned !.*> ,r| rtp* ri. nre*l the beneficial efTecte of
|‘* rm tan ?‘vrup." do n>d in adau to recommend It to the at*
the
the public
tentioii
From our os
qvnpiif.Mvr'lM from the testimony of other#
nv are altogether unqiie stomaMe.
vhcMc inteSliceorr at**i
ih.
% in ra*es of
«e have iwxlo'i'it n» it*
Incipient I Harases of
the l.utifa and llroneluai r.**-aj»*. I tyspr peia, l.irrr Comptaint,
its effects w-mtd he incredible,
I tri'i •' Nenm'gia. AI >«
*• .**e
vh*> have witneeaed them,
hut |rom Ih* high chancier .4
and ha* e volunteered tl*«-ir Kstimuuy aa we do oura, to Iti
rrsbvatirr pnwrr.
Her. Jolts PIF.RPoNT.
THOMAS CRAMORY.
1’KTF.K HARVEY,
THOMAS A. HKXTKR.
JAMl.s C- I»l NN.
S. II. K i.NO AIil., M.U
Rev. T. WIIITTE.MORE.
SAMUEL MAY.

Either f«ir

»

«
*

THAT’S SO!

knowledge

ertl.-ary ar—n*nmna

The rl*»s of diaraaea fee which the
**vrwp ron idea a cure, »* preriaety that
which ha* an often I*filed tin- Idehcst order of medical skill. The
a are a* .-rtaiUlr, and the
fact* are tangiMe, the
eafety
end effkarr of the S\ tup incontrovertible.
mi opinion from dialntervatad perTtuwe wtaamae wi-h
of tlir Syrup, cannot fail to be
firii respecting the
•ati«ned «ilh the toUs u,g. ainon; nnmertuia teatimoniala in the
«.
hand* <>f the V.,-.
ft
nenatur* « are thnee of ecntlemen well
kilos n in thv cuioiuuiiiiy. and of th- tngheet respectability.

w,

1

the mercantile community anil
p.i«t ex.- ri-nce m the Sl.ipping
Interest, amt matter-of
feel cmlidviu at giviug satisfaction to
Insurance,
our
fri ihI- and patron*.
H’U r.
M'-*si
Jons 11. PKaaios * C..., (Jen. J..HN
S- IlLtK, E. K. iluix.Ks, E>q.
J'HIN M I Lid A MS,
recently at No. *27 Doanegt *’
JAMES GUI LD.
4iu2U
our

of it*

anthentiratt-d^and

alee, becauae many diaraaea, apparently
unhly, arc intimately related, and paoceeding f m one cauae, may be cured
b> «ne remeily.

j

j

well

peculiar character that auflrrer* cannot
reasonably hen tale to receive (he
profiled ehl.
The Peruvian
Syrup dove not profbei
»

Kver Cast in tli«» I'nittfl Statovw
WV»» mtadr by aee far thr C mrmmralimm yf
City mf ,Vr*r I'erfc, and it rawer was
Ibrir City Mali, tears* a* a Mre alarm•
Mill* girimg entire talit far lima.
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THE LARGEST BELL

MANUFACTORY !

ELY ani.ourii-to th'-ir E-.-r-rii .tp-.
d n«.> ..ml ot’.-r*, that «h-v hiv tlll,
d,y f. rrm., a
•|MrtiM '. Htiip a* a»-c,.-.
I u ill give their particular at.
t. ■ i..n to the M.
anti.
Marine dep irtimntof hu> i.,g .i:,d
‘‘tduteriug and procuring freights,. ff. cting

thing he distinctly understood_
will sell Goods Chrap-r than
wi" be 3oltl at

FRAME

i‘Mlrljlte,i'

one

j

t>hSPK»TFt

CLOTHIXl/1„ orUtr»
„%!*. Cut,,« ucate.t
\ ami moat workman

•nnufoe exaellod ia »h« State,!* w.hnra ono of
th«m-.«t eartful
ry. engaged to see that Much work is rightly done.

wr

TONIC AND ALTERATIVE MEDICINE
Is BKIO.MI (HERITOR.

Mmrtmmmy, Hrithancif b falarat

years wjth a
ui-i.-t malignant kind, in my under lip.
Any and all remedies applied were of n<>
use, and my life mu^t have been sacrificed, had I
not heard <•( radical cures effected
by a physician
in W cstern New \»*rk.
Thinking it my lu-t hoi*

WILLIAMS.
GENERAL COMMISSION MERCHANTS.
No. 70 State Street, Boston.

OF-

Embroidery

®ur Cusloiu
ty I.at

DYSPEPSIA,

AKn'Iinn. of the llnr. llropur. »nr«|.l.. Bnmcliltl» nn<l I onwiiniM»teTendpnelna. iflaoHep
c«l alwtofif the (flood. Hoi la, Henrvy, and
the t»roalmtln«f dfeel* of (.rail or Mop
rur>. (.enenil Debility, and all
Diwnw* whirl: rts|iilre a

for several

hesitatingly

assortment

stock of

large assortment

have been
C ANCEB of tluI

j

CLOTHING.
large

"TOTHE
PUBLIC.
suffering

Ojfirc

PANTS!

Shirts, llosoinK, Collars, Stookr, CrnvTt-4, Scarfs Pocket II
rr> *-«*"*•"• m“k*
Kid cHuve,

mannner.

1

in*
mi<l t he
;iti«1 j>r*'j»ortiuiisnt llte JIKLLH are* r*n<-h a« l«»
JN8I KK THE GREATEST DEGREE OF

DISCOVtKY IN Util) ICI \ l

PICTURE

SACKS.
handsome

j

thr application I a simple hut intensely
t!u! plat- r, and thr cancer was drawn c< uifront my frame. The wound is healed,
plctely
I
and 1 have n« •. »-r felt the slightest
twinge or t- ken
°f *uy “Id trouble. The cure was go
complete that
1 returned
New York, and at Considerable cost,
purchased the receipt fur the cure, and the pla-ter
accompanying it. rinee then 1 have extracted
.Medical Advice lot both Sexe®.
i malignant cancers froin the twrsan* ..r tw
f my
DR. Z. S. ftAMFRON,
neighbor-. A. lb Osgood and Sami. Farnbum as
Of Seaman • Retreat Hospital. Staten Island, treats ell disc asst
their
appears by
certificates below. The cur. in
of (he
Having had
r;nary Organs, primary and secondary
each Ini'* been prono n.ced com
many years prachee. and treated thousands of fh« most obsiinata
plete by •> n^-eteut
cases whose certificate# may be seen at my office, frela
perfectly
physicians. From the person* of -ny that may
confident that there are not an v casaa. however critical, bin whal
be afflicted with cancers of
ha can make a perfect cura. Patients can he treated by lettei
any kind 1 will extra-;
or application, at lha office of Dr.
SAMPSON'S oelcbsutad
un-l cure them at a reasonable rate. These canProveutanve W Court street, Boston. Mas*
cers that have been taken
out, can be thoioughly
NEW AND IMPORTANT
examined by any wishing the opportunity. 1 will
also furnish medical attendance and advice, bv
physician* --f good standing, for any who may w
Just out :
me to
o|i«rato upon them, if it j* required. CV»mmunu.itiou> addicssod to Kdwaid Wight. BucksDU CULVER WELL'S REPORT ON AN ENTIRELY
now nn.1 j.
-ft
rrm ly, f.*r
nnatorrhea
-r
Semins)
l-.it.
.ill he in constant attend*
Sp
Maine, where I
WriiktiriH. Dehiiity, Ner\ ’-u<:i.-.., lK-pr>ri n ..f Spirit!.,
a,KVKIiWAUD WItillT.
I.u-itud'*. Timidity, >> lf-DUtrust,I>.\«• <1
I;1" "I Li-r.-v.
Buekspc rt, March 30th, ]-,>S.
SoUnd**, tir .undies.* F* ,.r, lndeci*i *ti, Involuntary 1»:>hirg.-5 ..f Semen, Impaired Sight and Memory. Blotches
:».id Pimple* on the K.uv, Piles, liidi-'-rti *!),
( CRTIFK ATES.
Piilpit.it,.d
lhe//earl and Bodily l‘r.*.t ration of then* ole ay stem, in(To amv that it in/iy concern.)
ducing iiu|*oteiicy and mental and physical ii capacity.
In the year l*o2, I discovered a small white
Thi- Uule work, emanating from a qualified metuU-r ol
kernel on my breast, to which at that time l
tlu- >1 rdic.il ProfessM*ia, give* THE MUST IMPORTANT
paid
little attentiou. In the f.
INFORMATION EVER PI ItLIMIKD, t<> ill |» rs .n enMowing years it turn :ised in sue, became sensitive to the
rtaluuig doubt# of th- ir physical condition, -w o l»o arc
touch, pn -cut
conscious of lutving liiuurilol tlieir heiildi and
Ii i;.pim
I' * a,» inflamed appearance and w.i- nitcndcd l.\
It l» issue1 gratis to suffering humanity, for their benefit I
irit.itiug sensations until the year in..7, wl.gi it
ainl tlie suppression of empiricism and exhorUitant fn'«,
rapidly, was accompanied wjth a stinging
S- it free t«. any add re*.*, ..ti receipt of t#o atan i.*, ». v DR. I IS*1'*
feci mg in the frame and in short assumed t-v.-rv
1 11
.*
New York
KLINE, 4&0l*tA
i. \
ind. ition --1 a < anecr. In .Noveinbi of Is
.7, it
! w
"I'viafed upon by I»r. Me \Meier of
»ho cut it out of the frame hut tu t
-AMIeffecting a
cure.
it
miucnced swelling and assumed itr
former sue and severity. At this time Mr. t lward M igiit having been cured of u
T2l EAST 23d STREET, NEW YORK,
malignant
1 caKCl'r. und h.i\ ing secured the remedy I submitted
21 o L\nt*r St.
1
;Ul
"pcration by him, and the aplication of his
]• raicilv iiss, :»’•() and 3'j2 Greenwich street.
plaster drew the cancer completely fr- in my breast
an
oblong scar oJ -oiuc two or three inches
J.AI1GK assortment of every de- leavingwhich
has rapidly healed leaving rio
depth,
sting,
rcri; tiwu nl Looking Glasw-i and Picture
or
pain of any kind whatever. I can uuFronu- always on band. Country order* »»<li- itcd twinge
recommend all that may be troubled
Goi. l.* n,-fuMy
and
to
packed
shipped
any j.art
in this manner t-- call
of the I mted state# or Canada*.
upon Mr M ight, and subin it to his cure.
The remedy is simple hut office*
.J *
H. Y. BIGLBR, Ajp nt
tivt*
A. V. UStiOOl).
Urland, March 27, ISo'i.
GOULD & CO

G L () YES.

>ewin*

llatine tueeewfnllr r*esed the ordeal to which new Jkrovrriee
■a uit Materia MriHm are
subjected, must now be
maalvad aa an raUMithrd Medicine.
ITS EFFICACY
IN CtlRINO

rOT'NDS.
Many rtpfrimrnti hate Imeii mntlc. no.I great
puiua taken to protlure the Iml results In this art.
httt 1ht» )»«*M finality «»t Metal

LAIN PECK. Kli«wurth. IE I’rabtive,
Jr., Ilancits.
K *« Pr-Mr, .-nil! van; J-Am PJerwm, <• nl-lelt* :■
J
n I* Uardy, S*u.. YY
Ni. h\+-i/titon, .MUI' rid/.
'b» «V tkdfrey, Cli* rr.vflelil; ILxekiab
.Yl* a'«, Surrv
John ,t»tep)ioii<, Plut lnil. is:.-I all Itrug/i'l* ao«i ile.-.Lr*
in medicine* ibrou/bout the w.-ikl.

PHOENIX LOOKING GLASS'

American llroadoloth*

a

SOLID

CA

•<.

f.,uml

an<l

prepared
Analytical

TRIESEMAR No. 1— Entirely eradicate* all trace* o* thoae dt*ord*r* which copavia and cubcb* hare *o Ion* b*Wo thought aa
anti lot* for. to Um rum of tha health ui a ra*t portion of trie pops
tali'm
TRIESEMAR No 3— la tha *reat European remedy for that
class c>t di*onter*. which, unfortunately, th* En*ti*h physician
treat* with mercury, to the inevitable destruction ot th* patient*
c»n*titutiou. and whicA All tha SaimparUla ia th* world cannot
f*mova
TRIESEM AR-No*. 1. 2 and 3 are prepared in th* farm of a
Loren**, devoid ot taste or smell. and ran he carried in th*
waistcoat pocket
Solo iv Tin Cask*. a*d bivinto i»
S*pa«at* I) *t» a* administered
I-Alleman,
by Velpeau.
—
U..I.W U.-.IP.1 A..
A-y* Pnr. * 1
n, tin
.'U»a in (In, flit *A
which saw* #1; and m $S case*. whereby Ihert it a annj of $9
Immediately on receiving a remittance. Dr. BARKOW,
PRINCE STREET, NEW YORK, will forward Um
TRIESEMAHto any part of the world, aet-urrly packed, and
addretMd according to the mat ructions of the writer
To be had also from W W. PAGE, Druggist. comer of Court
and Hanover etreeU. Bovton, Man.: Talcott * Fuiler, Hartford,
W H Dyer. New Haven. Conn
Edward Dnttfk
Conn
Portland Maine, and G. Uaaaard. Providence, R. 1.

siut^w.,^^;^1^:

That

b*.

jv-r^-Sis are hcr*-L\ cautioned against purchasing a
0--U- of lia*.d idancd I y me, and pay able to Thomas
l’. 14a ri. dausl at hlNw-rtli, Dee. 26, 1S57, for sixtj-Rve
dollar.-, |..m ao‘.i* in 1 oeeutber IftM, wiUHswd by. Van Burvn Noi-.im, a.id on interest, us such note was
given without n eousideratioQ, und payment w ill lie reflated.
MIDI A EL HOWARD.
A

oxte

CLOTHING,

AND

—•CONSISTING
White

«T. S.

Caution.

To eui* scratches on liorsea, nasi
their legs in warm so ip suds, then with
be f Urine two applications will cure
woett

HAWS Kris

.V

!

.1* l‘*ri». anl th* Imperial Colic** of V ienna are fled
To be h*d wholeupon *s. h w ripper and around each r»»*
sal*
and r*t*,i from I It II A
B.\KK«>W, Member of th*
Imprnti Col left <>i V»#nn* *nd Rooml Coil*** of SufffOU,
l^oodon. who may be personally consulted at to* reaidem.*. No.
IS Prince *tr**t tfew block* west of Broadway) Srw York,
from II o'clock in th* mommy till 2, and from 4 u clock Uii 9 in
Ui* cvcnin*. (Sunday* eiceptcd)
TRIESEMAK. Sr I-I* the remedy of general and local
debility, lo** ot *tnl« power premature decay, and all th* diatrcaaing consequence* *n*m* from early abut*. Ac.; all physical
impedimenta eauiah lik* in«*ic before it* influence- thu* renderin* it* u*e inraluab « to thoae entering th* mania** state.

Furnishing Goods,

BANGS,

I.KATiXXLLl,

the taste.

toe

1-PI‘KI{

an

C () A T s,

English, French, Herman

A

IN

CAPS,

of

BOYS’

BOOTS k SHOES,
HATS &

which may he

VESTS AND

of which will he gold at tlu
taken in exchange
8. \X. PKItKlNa.
gj

MILLETT &

way

How to Make Mince Pies. Tak<
five crackers, pound them, pour boilinp
water over them ; one cup of sugar, hal

Ellsworth, all

nualitii*

of all stjItH and qualities.

price*. Country produce

Ellsworth, July 1J, lb5S

I

Sxrawbebuiks. arc very nice if pack
ed down fresh, when fully ripe,—first
layer of sugar then one of berries, and si
on till the jar iw SUcd.
They aie alsc
very good perserved in the cummor

»TI

SUMMER

I! U s I \ i; s S

Family Groceries,

fu

Alsu

-*

the most fashionable
Among

X\k\>AJvN».^

to state with assurance, that all
eggs con
taining the genus of males have wrinkle *

j

.-i

Utest imp0rUtiuns *nJ —»

SPRING ANO

MAY BE FUUNB

siudj

and GERMAN

Yisssaa[«ts,-

i
The Sex of Eggs. Mr. Ocr.in c f
at the store of
j
France auncunccs that he has di-covere 1
i. NN,
a method of
ON
determining the sex of e gs
whiefc, if true i< of considerable iinpoi
Peter’s Corner,
u
and well selected assortment of Frencl
tanee to those who raise
poultry Air mat andlarge
Ameriean Dr. G-rd*. Hardware, Cutlery, Hats, Cap*
r.-«»t? uihI Shoes. Paint* amt Oils,
ket. Ilis statement is as
llaying Tools, Ar., Ar
Ai>*». the larg' st and U-»t assortment of
“I am able after three years'

follows^

assortment of

CLOTHS,

ofstock will be used.
Persons in Buck-port, hating work, ar
requested to leave it.it Mr. Knicrvs*.
uiib. iv. pi rxs.
Kllsvrorth, April 2d, ]S.*>s.

if
o

large

a

ENGLISH, FRENCH

Rich China, Glass and Crocken/
Ware,
Groceries and Prorision, Flour and
Mat! 4'c*> tf'r1

larg-r product

MEAL,

kindred complaints all arise from the derangements
which these Pills rapidly cure. Take them prrseTeringly.and under the counsel of a good Physician
if you can ; if not, take them judiciously bv such
advice as we give you, and the distressing, dangerous diseases they cure, which afflict so* many millions of the human race, are east out like the devil*
of old
they must burrow in the brutes arul in the
aea.
Price 2,5 cent* per box —5 boxes for #1.
Through a trial of many years and through every
nation of civ ilized men, Ayer's Cii very Pectoral
has been found to afford more relief and to cure
more cases of pulmonary disease than any other
remedy known to mankind. Cases of apparently
settlea consumption have been cured by it, and
thousands of sufferers who were deemed beyond the
aid have been restored to their
reach of
friends and usefulness, *o sound health and the
antidote to
of
life, by this
enjoyments
diseases of the lungs and throat. Here a cold had
settled on the lungs. The dry, hacking cough, the
glassy eve, and the pale, thin features of him who
was
lusty and strong, whisper to all hut him
Consumption.
He tries every thing,' bo* the
disease is gnawing at hi* vital*, and shows ilC
fatal symptoms more and more over all his frame.
He is taking the Cherry Pectoral now ; it has
stopped his cough and made hi* breathing easy ;
his sleep is sound at night; his appetite returns,
and with it his strength. The dart which pierced
his side is broken. Scarcely any neighborhood can
be found which has not some living trophy like this
to shadow forth the virtues which nave won for the
Cherrt Pectoral an imperishable renown. But
its usefulness does not end here.
Nay, it accommore by prevention than cure.
The countess colds ami coughs which it cure* are the seed
which would have ripened into a dreadful harvest
of incurable diseases. Influenza,
Bronchitis,
Hoarseness, Pleurisy, Whooping Cough, and all irritation* of the throat and lungs are easily cured bv
the Cherry Pectoral if taken in season. Kvcnr
family should have it by them, and they will find it
an invaluable protection from the insidious
prowler
which carries off the parent sheep from many a flock,
the darling lamb from many a home.
Authenticated evidence of these facts, w ith direction* for the treatment of each complaint, may be
found in Ayer’s American Almanac, of whirh we
publish three million*, and scatter them broadcast
over the earth, in order that the sick
every where
may have before them the information it contains.
Druggist* and dealer* in medicine generally have
them for distribution gratis, and also f,,r -ale these
remedies,
by Du. J. C. Ayer, Practical
and
Chemist, Lowell, Mass.

Croup,

;

rnoTKcTan

Solution of Protoxide of Iron

1 .f

fdishes

■

1

afSltinjlT-

ISS-.ISV.-,c"l“i"

a

Collars from

JUST RECEIVED AT

Constant and kin J KLLbWtfitTU KOOK
IliMlCKY
something like freqaen
,
hoeing to a corn crop. The hoeing keep s rPItK subscriber is now prej areJ to dc
Binding of all kind*, and hopes that partici
the soil light, and
susceptible of receiv having book? will please bring them along n
Particular aUei.tiou paid t<
ing VI1 liable inducnces fiom the action ( j. soon as possible.
Binding Music, Magazines, Ac.
the atnr.ospht r<\ and thns saves manur !.
Also Newspapers bound strong, and at the ver
owest prices.
So frequpnt
eaiding, and careful watrrir g
Persons residing at a distance may
rely upoi
and feeding, saves hay and roots nr d their Books being well bound, as tlic very be?
milk and flesh than could be obtained

$3.00.

CAPS,

! •“!WjMm

Cask ok Stock.
care of
sto^k is

grain, and gives you

cts to

TUK

j

nation

‘25 cts.

to

and

store, also,

|

HOSIERY,

FLOUR AND

GOODS!!

1

tkstiv-ma t.5.

During the time I occupied the office of Commissioner of Patent-, R. H. Eddy. Esq., of Ibiston. did business at the Patent Office, a- Solicitor
procuring patents. Th* rc were few. it any,
I cr-on.- acting in that capacity, who had so much
usims before the Patent Office ; and there were
none who conducted it u ith more skill, fidelity and
Colored success.
I regard Mr. Eddy ns one of the best informed arid most skillful Patent Solicitors in the
i'nited States, and have no hesitation in assuring
inventors that they cannot employ a per.-oii more
and trustworthy, and mora capable of
6 1-1 rts S competent
putting their applications in u form to secure for
them an early and favorable consideration at the
! Patent Office.
EDM1 XD Rl llKE,

Crockery Ware, Hard Ware, and Provisions. A general stuck of W I
and
iirocerics.
The alaive Hoods wire bought as cheap as cunid be
bought for cash, and will be sold as
cheap a? can be bought iu tin? Mate for cash,
V3I would here call The attention of those who have an account open at this
Store, that my term* of credit are nr
hills will be presented Sept. 1 and April 1 and I .ball
expect and require prompt japment at that time.
Ell. worth, April 23, 183$.
ROBINSON

x e w

:

much as Indian Corn. la districts wh
that grain is not grown,
very fine poi ,
is produced from
p-'as.

AND

HATS AND

Sleeve Buttons

on.

It la well known that the medicinal effect# of Protoxide of Irm?
la k>*t by even a brief rapfwurr to air, am! that t>> maintain a

lately

styles and

SIR VP:

PIRIVm

all-powerful

*•

new

CARPETINGS,

CLOCKS.

■

fattening hogs, consider them

gold.

great variety.

Rich Sets Sleeves and Colors, from G2 1-2
$.i,oo.

China

I

—

man*

CLOCKS and JEWEL.
\yATCHKS.
of the fine
quality ami the best work-

m9
sofa
Forking, »trm ir Far tor i'hairr
tto. MCHARLESTOWN ST. Haymarltel Squaw. Bo^aa.

Costiveness, Headache, Sideache. Heartburn, Foul
Stomach. Nausea, Pain in the Bowels, Flatulency,
Loss of Appetite, King’s Kvil, Neuralgia, Gout, and

Gcrman
NEW AND IMPORTANT DISCOVERT
I.H THE M IEM E OT MKDKI.U.
Sattinetts. Fancy Duvskins, .to., .tv
4-1 Dlack Silk Velvets f..r capes, a!! wool. an.I c.ltonand «... I
TXXXKSBMA.XX.
Ladies Cloth?, Blached and Brown Shirting?. Stripes. Denim?, .Summer Cloth?. Cb-ths.
Ticking?.Drill
iff fenuine utile** th* Enyravln** of th* Keel* ot lh*
VTOS’E
lings, Ac.; together with a great variety ol such good* as are usually found in the Dry Good* lint- il 1’itrnt <>Ac*
of Kr.cland. th* heal* of th* Ecol* d* I’har-

MAKER AND JEWELER

«•* WAXeRlI,
Manufacturer* nwl l»eele«» la

FOOIl

auu yei uiey are
uiey hoi me marvct oi imi age
done around you every day.
Hare you the less serious symptoms of these diftempers, they are the easier cured.
Jaundice,

CESS I> THE REST PROOF OF ADV.VNT'.OKS
AND A 111 MTV. he would add that he has ahundant reason to believe, and can prove, that no nth
or of the kind are the charges for
professb>nol services so moderate. The immense practice of the
I subscriber during t%enty years pa-f, has enabled
him to accumulate a va-t collection of specifications and official decisions relative to patents.—
These, besides his extensive library of legal ami
mechanical works, and lull accounts of patents
gmnteil in the I'nited State- and Europe, render
him able, beyond question, to offer superior facilities tor obtaining patents.
All necessity of a journey to Washington, to procure a patent, and the usual
great delay there, are
!ue saved iurentoj.s.

STYLE

SILKS,

of up-

practice

wards of twenty years, continue- to secure
Patents in the I’nited States; also in Urcat 1'ritnin and other foreign countries. Cato ats, SPecifind ions, Assignments, and nil Papers nr Drawings
for Patents, executed on liberal ter’ -.ami with
dispatch. Ke-enrehes made into American or Foreign works, to determine th* alidity of Patents
or Invention-—and legal or other advice rendered
in all matters touching the same. Copies «-f the
clitims of any Patent on remitting One Dollar.—
As-iguments recorded at Washington,
This Agency is not only the largest in New England, but through it inventors have advantages f(.r
securing patent.-, or ascertaining the patentability
of invention-, nn-urpas-ed by. if not immeu-untbly superior t- any which can be offered them
elsewhere. The tc-tamoninls bcl»»w gi\en prove
that none is MORE SCCCESSFl'L AT THE P \TliXT OFFICE than tiic subscriber ; and as ."l t‘-

WOOLENSCloths and Dweskins, Cassiineres, Tweeds, Ermanctts, Kentucky Jeans

rv

milSCIGS 01

a

extensive

an

^

STREET.

UOSTOW._

&. FOREIGN PATE NTS.

|

style Stella

new

EMBROIDERS,

I’curtnri is of Pi.a s manship. just received and for Mile low.
Consisting
m
and Heans.
These articles have bee n in part of
Tine <}old and Silver Hunting Case Watches
found by chemical analysis to be rich i n
K.Vja»sed dial.
Al-o Cameo, Mosaic. Painted. Stroll and Fm!
nitrogen." flic inferen e has been th 1 style 1ms. \, it.i Bur Drops to match.
Diainuntl Bings.
Hand 18 carat Plain am
they would be specially useful in in suj
; Chased Bings, .-tone set and Seal Bings.
wc nagu' ni
HI"

4 FTKU

1

!

CONFECTIOlitlir.

TREMONT

»

lUilWIng,

Mueeuin

R H. EDDY. Solicitor of Patonts

CHEAPEST!

Lisle Thread, Kid. Silk, Cashmere and Cottou Gloves; White and

Cotton Huse, from 0 1 4
A large assortment ..f

1

Who'eaale MainifkelurvTa »*f every

FRENCH AND AMERICAN

-"

"AMERICAN

GOODS!

NEW

JOHHROIf «*» OO..
*
variety of

J.

—

interest t>* im-

PARASOLS Fit >M 50 CTS. TO $5,00.

GLOVES

G. F. DUMN,

nials, am) it has been suggested that the
would be particularly useful in the
pit
diction of Wiol. They are evide- t! v

TIME"

and you will find it for your

best assortment to be found this side of Boston; all of the
Pattern?, which will be offered cheap.

JTBWSJIiSY!

Fattenin'!;

trial ai

nfi b nt the

RUSH!

j RichThe

AX?

WATCH

are c

];)tf

Bosom?, and white good of

KKW MATCHES, CLOCK*

l

THE

FANCY

manufacturer of Ihivi-*’ I’ar- nt IS.*- //it.-,
T,,r
y
iiujtr .vvnieut. f-o- the* w!t .have pure I i.im .1 the
richt to us** them.
S!i-*|»on Franklin, St.
1>
KINw->rtli. Me.

:

M'e

WATCH SPRING SKIRTS.
Red Spreads. Linen. Damask Napkins, and Table Covers, Irish Linen, Printed
Linen
Linen
Shirting,

----

tnrer# of

>

-'

•

Dental anil fcnrnlml Iwitntwran.
Syatore. Trusaee and Hrurjheia article#,Importer* of F.lastic Shuklnes. ke* kr. ManateAurich* for the I >eaf. *e. kr. No. M Trrmont St..Boe*<n.

—

'•

vicinity,

this

n

TlJE

JL

The exeeptions !.* this arc the tvv l»
southerly beds, **n which I sowed half ^
bushel ol soot, raking it in before Bowie
*
the seel in the spring,
applying tie* sail
quantity of |uilverizcd charcoal ns soon I

IS
before

N—.

VfImlrvair ar.l Retail Itealera la

,,

principle

ever

Ilrnwing Hmim and Pa|Hia.|
urnrtnrr, for.i,.n« Olaaaia. MattraaaX
of t'phniafrry, ITushvs,
liemaekaiHaii''
l. b. •.’« < »»KMUI.lrBOUTON.
(HUMAN Ir RHtRTLKrr.

they

it

Shawl?.

at

Importer*

OVtage

He.
Seatirif. kr

■

SHAWLS I
Long and Square, Cashmere, Thibet, Silk, Palm Leaf, and

Furuitun Rrpairrr and JaiJur.

dead.

the

.500 yds HIgick Silks which will be s dd at 25 cts per yard less th in former
prices. Cashmeres, 300 ps Merrimae, Cochico, and Manchester pi iuts, of the uew style, and oil!
Ik- sold at astonishing low price?.
100 ps, Fa-t Color?. Prints, at 0 1-4 cts. 4<»
ps French, Scotch*
German, and American Ginghams from 10 ct* up to *25. 3-4, 4-4, an 1 0-4 White Flannel.?.

•

Parlor.

Feather*.

•**

And all gt oil* will b. vdd

manufacture.

SILK

M. I).

nrtmklvn Medical

“X. V. and

Clothing,

'PHF, subscriber lias just returned from Poston with the largest and
cheapest
stock of Dry Goods ever offered in Ellsworth, and is now selling "if at unparalleled low
price?. i
Among which may be found. Rich and low price Lawns, American. English, and French. *2000 vds
new
style Del*iu* at one shilling, former price ‘25 cts. Ducills, Velentia?, Balxnrinc?. Plain,
Plaid, and Striped Poplin?, Fine and Medium Alpines. Parages, India and Foulard ."ilk?, i^lni-l,
Plain, and StrijK-d DcBagcs, all wool 7)cLaiuc?. and Thibet?.

Maine.

lojrical Society.”
P.v s|«cial imitatit.n. permanently located
SEPHWICK HE.

|

>n

the P ants were up
There is not a svin]
tom of the disAise
nj parent fir*'; the t*u
stili r. tain their verdure, an*l tls> roots ai
already the size of a fa eup, reinarkabl
smooth and well formed.”

CoiiiimJIoi*
\u.*tin A

Made

than

less
Cost

GREAT

KI.T.SWOK TH. MAIXF

elegruph

commenils soot and chareoal as
prevent
lives. If** gives the result of an examin
tion ol his own **ui *n 1*. ds,
August 4. I So

over

Iloady

tnf’.iJ. IVrk*s,

CALVIN P JOY,
IIEP II TV S 22 K It I FF,

proves more destructive even than the won
A writer in tie* l tcniiuntuvvn '1
r

as

X

of

SOLD!

CHEAPER THAN THE

c

UOHK,

tUIs worth,

ltcsid f(<

Joy.

of am!

Jyn0
*
W

vnyvnllijitil

NEW GOODS!

f

the sap rises, will of com
impregnate every par! of the fol age. ai a
i. it. I’liojiV*.
proves too severe a dose for ihc delica 1
S
S R I F IF,
palate of the i.trading ii.s cts.” Tl iiwroik («r\rv, mi\r,
writer recommends diiving hall a dor.! It «j3f’0I'icc «»vtr it. II. Young’s Store, Ellsworth.
nails into the trunk. Several
experimen
of this kind have resuKcd
\ HlTUSIIOlM;,
successfully.
Soot

Mr. l.ow

Ellsworth, April 20, 1858.

o 1: i* i s- \ > n i; k i v r,
Jim /.sport, Plaint

as

or

prove it.

i

t<»

cent

per

".NOW

'ORTH, ME,

Iii- .ittMi.n
.-i •.daily
•;i Miisiiit*-'
<M!t>-vtui Main St. next

(Quality

pb-asc call, examine the good.- andpiecs.

get good* cheaper than

II A I) 0 \

si

pared

I.NRIVll.I.KII VIRTUES

illC

Great Reduction from usual Prices!
For I'u l partieula*
sati.-t\ nil. that

To

;il

ior

BE

MUST

Original

MM.

I

:m

ELLS

even

which,

51)

of importation,

Vi.

K. P. M

A I,BIO A h. P.

iC

& CO.

recently «wonpitil l*y

Stock of Dry Good*, and Sujm

and desirable

to

Iti-liee of ilir.Peare an:l Ipii.riiiu
LOX<: ISLAND,MK.

greatest profusion of most luscious I'rui L
It is supposed that the salt of the in

r -.

>

Deputy Nherill.
I. O X U I S L A X 1), M K.

with tire exeC|ition of nailing, hn
always been vigorous and healthy, fu
nishing him at that very p ri, d with t!

lo

1

e

Hancock .'

cor.

new

a

ncr,

t!><* store

WHICH

nit. f. ft. slum,
PHYSICIAN AND SURGEON.

ti»•«

obtained

l«>

can

1DS"

at

just up-mil

ur

t'ner-inre call tin* attention of the ladies and gentlemen of Ellsworth, and neighboring townnow is the time to make their purr base*, ns wc will oiler tin in b« Her bargain11 ti .• taet, tliat
an>I mare ginnij for the same money, than any |>rct u>u* sale ever gave them. To induce a rapid
sale we shall offer many goods Iroiu
M

year old. lie had select! ‘1
£V/' Oftice reniovi il to in unite Rlock, near tie
utrance to ilaneoek Rank.
three of them and driven a ten-p nn
b'Jh.roft A, Mot nr.
nail through the body, as near the gnmn
it. ii u.
hum,
as
possible ; whilst tile babinee t f his u Ja-lu-e ol the Peare au.l
<)n-.>rimi
chard had gr dually fail 1 and final y
i,om; island, mi:.
yield'd entirely td the ravages of ll C* N .:in I’uhlic, c>nur.i*»i»ner of wreck au.l i*n 1. in
Ai
oilieer.
worms, these three trees s 1 a ted at n ‘
were

offered,

TAILOR S

-—AND

a n

b fore

r

EDMU

COl NTA, MK.

Water Street.

.11 /; n C H A XT

e\

h im:,

r, 1K\1>

40SKPU

es

tret

When his

Than

HX.NCtM K

Office,

that those parts of worm eate „
ti uber into which nails had been drier „
about

AT BETTER BARGAINS

2ft, 1**'**.

E!.l>\\ tU'l'll,

serving
were

btt«l

In

Comi«Plloii8 sin 1 Aitomr)* nf Law

luo ;t

was

mi nBDui! m c wmii

K.n;KNi, IIai.k

bobi\mkT&

d.s’rovc 1

flourishing peach
The only

saw.

superiority

worm,

and these

Seller.
this .lay aomlMtiil

J

ADVERTISEMENTS.
SZiAKB.1
Manwfhrtwm
Iv**f

f4V

■

healthy

f

BOSTON

ns

_\C^

RARE CHANCE TO PURCHASE

klii'h

opartii.-rsltip

<

e.
II stated, that whist on
Visit to his neighbor, his attention wa
e 11 lei to
a
1 ir.,o peach orchard, ever

by

nil

"f

liir.il

in

Ysj

House.)

Ellflworth, Jtu.e 10,185*.

mcii'i»ncd to us a fee
Mr. Alcxamte- l>nke, o |'

totally

Ell-Worth

V.?**

i

im

notice.

was

which ha 1 been

tin-

t

ST.,

MA1XK

Truktt, Carpet Ha-s, Vnlices, Whips, Liwh
c», &c. li.trncsses Cleaned ai Oiled at *h«.r

Alb mar

tree in

OX

(•»]')“•••It<_•

their rigor
ing fruit
But we have nevir seen the result set
forth so strikingly as in the following,
from the Southern Planter:
‘•.V similar fact, arid or.c wxrthv of lie
trees

of

HARNESS AND TRUNK
HTOUK

New!
Something
xLiti'j'/hfni

ROLLINS,

Manufacturer

Difiif in I'm it Trees.
We have often Ucnrd the practice recommended of driiing nails into decay-

The following remedies are offered to the public
the best, i»ost porfe< t. whi h medical science can
afford.
AvKit’s (’\TH\iuit Pills have been prewith the utmost skill which the medical
profession of this age possesses, and their effects show
Feu-ii's F.ibalnm V.-ce
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and where lately sorrow sat joy bursts from every
feature. See the sweet infant wasted with worms.
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